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the epilayer material and structure requirements for factors affecting 
j/aveguiding.    It was determined from theoretical  projections that the abso- 
lute Al  concentration required to keep band-to-band absorption loss less 

ono/dB/Cm ran9eS fr0m X % 40'0 for light of wavelength A ■ 0.85 um to 
x ^ 20% for X = 1 ym.    The accuracy of these projected values was later 
supported by experimental measurements of loss =0.7 dl/cH at A = 1  15ym in 
ja(j.x)A-LAs waveguides with x \ 30%.    It was also shown that an Al concen- 
tration difference between the guiding layer and the substrate of 1.5% ^ 
Ax < 3.5% is required for single mode waveguides of thickness 1.25 um to 
d.b pn for light of A - 0.9 um.    Materials growth techniques were developed 
/ü    üi6 r(l-x(l

A1xAs layers meeting the various reouirements.    Single 
and double layer Mn.x)A1xÄS waveguides were epitaxially grown using" both 
the limited melt, slidebar method and the infinite melt technique of liquid 
epitaxy.    These waveguides were evaluated, and optimizeJ waveguidirg layers 
fvere grown.    Losses  in typical waveguides at A = 1.15 um were qenp-.ally 
< 3 dB/cm,^and in the best samples were equal  to 0.7 dB/cm (with Al concen- 
V^oV ' 30%''    Extrapolation predicts a corresponding loss at A=0.85 um 
3f 2.2 dB/cm in the best samples.    Thus it has been demonstrated that 
'a(l-x)A1xAs waveguides can be epitaxially grown with acceptably low loss 
.or1 us6 in optical   integrated circuits.    The limited melt slidebar method 
is most useful  for growing double layers of Gan  xiAlyAs.    However the 
ayers grown by the infinite melt technique ar^ better in that they have 

lower carrier concentration and more uniform Al concentration.    Infinite 
nelt samples were also grown in large area  (4 cm2) configurations for pos- 
sible use as substrates for integrated optics applications.    In the final 
phase of the program we studied device elements for which GaAs and 
«{l-xjAlxAl are particularly suitable.    Theoretical analyses were made of 
leaky   waveguides and of periodic waveguide structures for filters or DFB 

lasers.    The results of these analyses indicated that useful  integrated op- 
tics devices can be fabricated using leaky waveguides provided the guide 
height is  ä 10 um for a A = 0.8 um.    Another conclusion was that there is a 
frequency range for corrugated dielectric waveguides within which there is 
strong coupling between the forward and backward traveling waves      Thus 
corrugated waveguides can be used as reflectors for filters of DFB lasers 
In addition to the theoretical device studies monolithic waveguide/detector 
formed by proton bombardment of Ga(i-x)AlxAs waveguides were fabricated and 
analyzed.    Photocurrent of VI uA was observed at A =1.15 um in a 
Ga(i-x)AlxAs waveguide with x = 10%, demonstrating that the proton bombard- 
ment technique can be used to produce detectors for longer-than-band qao- 
wavelength in Ga(i_x)AlxAs. 

The results described  in this report demonstrate that Ga(i.x)AlxAs epi- 
taxy is a practical means of producing low loss waveguides for integrated 
optics and that monolithic device elements can also be produced on the 
wafer.    However some additional work is needed to fully optimize waveguide 
structures, and much wo^k is required to develop practical monolithicde- 
vice elements for optical  integrated rircuits. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The objectives of this contract were to study and analyze the 

propagation,   attenuation,   modulation,   and detection of coherent optical 

waves in thin film waveguides,   in particular,   epitaxial semiconductor 

structures at a wavelength of 8500 A,   to determine the parameters 

controlling the solution regrowth epitaxy of the Ga,     Al   As system, 
1 - x     x 7 

to study the influence of the index ciiscontinuity and semiconductor 

carrier concentration on optical properties,   and to develop the ele- 

mentary optical device elements. 

This final report covers the work accomplished during the 

entire contract period from  1  June  1972 to 31  July 1974. 

The program may be viewed as consisting of four elements: 

(1) definition of epilayer material and structure requirements, 

(2) development of materials growth techniques,   (3) materials evalua- 

tion,   and (4) device analysis and fabrication techniques. 

The work relating to elements (2) and (3) can be conveniently 

considered in three phases:    (1) development of growth techniques and 

systems,   substantially accomplished in the period prior to August 

1973,   (2) growth and evaluation of epitaxial layers for optical inte- 

grated circuits,   August 1973 to January 1974,   and (3) optimization, 

during the final seven months of the program. 

A. Definition of Lpilayer Material and  Structure   Requirements 

Consideration has been given to primarily three factors affect- 

ing waveguiding:    absolute aluminum concentration required to mini- 

mize band-to-band absorption at various wavelengths,   difference in 

aluminum concentration between the guiding layer and the substrate 

required to achieve single mode propagation,   and free carrier absorp- 

tion and its effect on propagation losses.     The absolute level of 

aluminum concentration in the guiding layer was estimated by con- 

sidering the spectral location and shape of the Ga,      Al   As absorption 
1 -x     x p 

edge as a fui ction of aluminum concentration and assuming a value 

mm ^^mam* MtaM 
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for maximum allowable absorption due to interband transitions at 

wavelengths in the range 1 |j.m to 0. 86 \iTn.    Curves of a versus wave- 

length for Ga,,     .Al As were plotted by taking available data for the 

GaAs absorption edge and shifting the edge to correspond to a particu- 

lar x value.    In this manner the ranges of absolute aluminum concentra- 

tion have been computed to be x ~ 4"/o to 21% (minimum) for the substrate 

and x - 0% to 17% minimum for the guiding layer, depending on the 

source wavelength to be used,  and assuming a maximum acceptable 

loss of Q   = 2 cm"    or 8.6 dB/cm.    Alternatively,  if one assumes that 

the maximum acceptable loss is 3 dB/cm or a  = 0. 7 cm      the ranges 

of absolute aluminum concentration are x ~ 16% to 36% for the substrate 

and x ~ 20% to 40% for the guiding layer.    It sho^1    be noted that the 

requirements that have been defined for the epitaxial layer are minimum 

requirements for single mode propagation with interband absorption 

losses less than some chosen level,  which in practice would depend on 

the particular application.    However,  a loss of 3 dB/cm is certainly 

acceptable for many applications employing a wafer size ~ 1 or 2 cm. 

Actual waveguides fabricated under this contract have exhibited total 

optical losses as low as a  =0. 17 cm      or 0. 7 dB/cm at X. = 1. 15 \xm. 

(Aluminum concentration in these samples was x = 30%.)    Extrapolation 

of these data to'X. = 0. 85 \im predicts a corresponding loss of 2. 2 dB/cm. 

This result is to be compared with the theoretically projected value for 

absorption loss, which is 3.8 dB/cm.    The comparison suggests that 

our projections of absorption loss in (GaAl)As are conservatively large. 

The aluminum concentration difference between the guiding 

layer and the substrate required for single mode propagation was 

determined by using the Sellmeir equation to relate the indices of 

refraction to the values of x for Q».     Al^Ai and substituting those 

results into the expressions for the threshold of propagation of the 

first and second order modes.    By this procedure we determined that 

an aluminum concentration difference between the guiding layer and 

the substrate of 1. 5% < Ax < 3. 5% is required for single mode wave- 

guides of thickness  1. 25 H.m to 2. 5 ^m for light of   k • 0. 9 fim. 

10 
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Theoretical estimates of the expected free carrier absorption 

losses in thin film semiconductor waveguides have been made in order 

to determine the allowable free carrier concentration.    The result for 

GaAs is that the theoretical attenuation constant is given by 

-19 -1 
a    =   (7.7 x 10        N) cm 

where N is the maximum carrier concentration in the structure (sub- 

strate or epitaxial layer).    However,   experimental data suggest that 

this is a very optimistic estimate and a more realistic value is 

a   »   (5 x 10_18N) cm'1 

Assuming that free carrier absorption losses of a <   0.5 cm 

can be tolerated,  we have obtained a criterion on the maximum allowable 

carrier concentration: 

N  <   101 '  cm"3    . 

Experimental results described in this report show that carrier 

concentrations <   1  x 10     /cm    can be repeatably produced in epitaxial 

layers grown by both the limited melt and infinite melt methods.    Thus 

the above criterion can be met easily,  and,  in fact,   exceeded to produce 

layers with free carrier absorption loss a <   0. 1  cm 

B. Development of Materials Growth Techniques 

The program in materials growth can best be considered in 

three phases: (1) prior to August 1973, (2) August 1973 to January 

1974,   and (3) January 1974 to present. 

During the first phase of the program we evaluated three dif- 

ferent possible approaches to the growth of epitaxial layers of III V 

compounds for waveguide fabrication.     These were vapor phase 

epitaxy and two solution growth techniques — limited melt graphite 

slide bar,   and infinite melt.    We were able to grow GaAs layers on 

(GaADAs substrates using the vapor growth method and show that 

11 
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these would waveguide.    However    the source of (GaAl)As substrates 

was found unreliable and the vapor growth of GaAs layers on (GaAl)As 

substrates poses severe problems because of the reactivity of alumi- 

num.    As a consequence,   we decided to concentrate on the two liquid 

epitaxial techniques for the remainder of this program,   especially 

since the ternary system offered the attractive option of varying the 

bandgap F.S well as the refractive index. 

The crystal growth equipment was modified to grow epitaxial 

layers of (GaAl)As.     This included the design of various graphite boats 

for the limited melt technique, as well as the choice of a suitable 

crucible material for the infinite melt.     The grov/th chambers had to 

be tested afresh to eliminate all possible leaks,   since the highly reac- 

tive aluminum would tend to form an oxide even in the presence of 

traces of oxygen or water vapor. 

By August 1973 we had succeeded in growing a series of layers 

using the limited melt epitaxy and established the kinetics of growth. 

Correlation of the parameters of the starting solution,   the growth 

temperature  cycle and the layer grown were established.     Layers of 

(GaAl)As with varying concentrations of Al were grown using the 

infinite melt technique.     The layers were characterized and shown to 

be better than those from the limited melt,   since they had lower car- 

rier concentration {- 1014 or 1015/cm2 as compared to ~ 1016/cm3) and 

higher mobility (typically > 4000 cm2/V-s).    They were also grown in 

large-area configurations (~ 4 cm ) for possible use as substrates for 
integrated optics applications. 

The second phase covering August 1973 to January 1974 was 

devoted mainly to accumulating data on epitaxial layers both from the 

materials characterization and from the waveguide data.    A significant 

achievement during this period was the progressive improvement of 

our understanding of the relationship between the layer growth 

parameters (such as the   emperature cycle for growth,   the surface 

preparation prior to epitaxy,   and the role of supersaturation of the 

source melt) and the heterojunction characteristics.     By studving the 

electron microprobe data on aluminum concentration in the epi layer, 

12 
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we were able to optimize the growth parameters to produce a series 

of layers with aluminum concentrations ranging from 0 to 20% (atomic) 

in aluminum.    Reproducibility of aluminum concentration from day to 

day   vas better than + 10% of the desired value.    Microprobe measure- 

ments of aluminum concentration piofiles indicated that variation across 

the surface of the samples was generally within j_ Z io 3% of the nominal 

value and variatior with depth from the surface was less than 1% for 

infinite melt grown layers as thick as 50 \im.    Limited melt grown 

samples exhibited surface variations of i_ 6% and variation with depth 

less than 5% for thicknesses of 2 to 3 |j.m.    Thicker limited melt layers 

{—5 to 10 lam) had a variation of 10 to 20%.    In parallel with achieving 

this control over composition,   we also optimized the processing of the 

substrates to yield good,   even heterojunctions and surfaces to permit 

efficient optical waveguiding.     At the end of the second phase we were in 

a position to produce (GaAl)As epitaxial layers with attenuation coeffi- 

cients of approximately 1 cm      matching the state of the art in the 

literature. 

In the third phase of the program we have succeeded in fine- 

tuning the epitaxial layer growth techniques to improve layer perfection 

and aluminum profile control to reduce the attenuation to less than 

0. 2 cm      and produce large area layers that provide waveguides of 

larger dimensions to permit optical loss measurements to be made more 

accurately.    For example,  we have cleaved waveguides of length  > 1  cm 

from samples that were 1 cm x 2 cm in size. 

The major emphasis during the last seven months has been on 

improving the limited melt techniques.     Three growth temperatures 

we have investigated to grow the (GaAl)As layers are 880   C,   840oC, 

and   800oC. 

It has been determined that the rate of the growth of the layer 

increases at the higher temperature and the aluminum concentration 

in the layer goes down.     The aluminum concentration is affected by 

the segregation coefficient of aluminum from a gallium solution; the 

coefficient decreases between 800° and 880°,   so that at the higher 

temperature the layers are ■•50% lower in aluminum concentration 

when the growth solutions have the same concenti ations.     The lower 

13 
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temperature of growth has sonne advantages.    First,  the growth rates 

are slow and all reactivities,   including that of Al,  are lower; hence 

problems due to low level ambient impurities in the growth f-ystem 

are reduced.    Second,   bpurious nucleation and dendritic growth in 

and around the substrates caused by high energy nucleation sites is 

reduced.    As a result,  the epitaxial growth can be rrstricted to the 

substrate.    Because of these advantages,  we have preferred to do most 

of our recent work at the low temperature. 

Early in this optimization phase of our program we observed 

waveguiding in single layers of (GaAl)As grown on GaAs.    Since they 

\\ 're grown on GaAs which has a higher refractive index,  we had to 

assume that the confinement of the wave was due to the high aluminum 

concentration at the beterojunction.    Therefore,   we beoian a detailed 

investigation of the aluminum concentration in the cross section of the 

grown layer using the electron microprobe,  paying particular attention 

to the concentration in the region of the GaAs-(GaAl)As interface.    To 

observe the profile in detail,  the layer was beveled at a 1     angle.    The 

bevel was examined using an electron beam so that each step was 

effectively 0.2 \im in layer cross section.    These microprobe measure- 

ments have revealed that the aluminum concentration in the epilayer is 

graded with a peak occurring at the GaAs-(GaAl)As interface.    Thus 

the layers are capable of optical waveguiding. 

Since a single layer of (GaAl)As was sufficient to permit wave- 

guiding,  most of the waveguide experiments described in this report 

were conducted using single layers.    However,  we felt it would be 

dc sirable to grow some double layers with the second layer having higher 

aluminum concentration than the first.    Such a procedure should permit 

the confinement of the wave between the high aluminum concentration 

region at the GaAs-(GaAl)As interface described before and the lower 

refractive index-high aluminum concentration top layer.     We have deter- 

mined that,  when properly made,  the top GaAs-(GaAnAs interface pro- 

vides a better confining surface than a (GaAl)As-air interface leading 

to lower optical loss because of reduced scattering of light at the upper 

surface of the waveguiding layer. 

14 
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Large area (GdAl)As layers of >4 cm    have been grown by the 

infinite melt liquid epitaxy technique with aluminum concentrations up 

to x ^ 0. 5 tor integratid optics applications.    The long range goal is to 

use these for substrates for monolithic integrated circuits.     The 

quality and characteristics of the layers have been found lo be eminently 

suitable for this application.    Since ihe single layers grown by limited 

melt slide bar technique were found lo be suitable for waveguiding,  we 

felt  it would be desirable to try similar experiments with out  infinite 

melt layers.    Cleaved pieces of the layers were fabricated accordingly. 

It has been shown that they are    apable of guiding.    This suggests new 

approaches which may simplify the technology for producing integrated 

optics devices in some cases.     It may be unnecessary to grow a second 

layer of Ga..      .Al   As on a layer of a different Al concentration 
(1-y)     y 

Ca..      .Al   As for several  simple device assemblies.     Instead by using 

alternative techniques of etching,   masking,  diffusion and ion implanta- 

tion presently available,   simplf circuit assemblies can be fabricated on 

single layers of (GaADAs that are easily grown by our infinite melt 

technique on GaAs substrates. 

In summary we have grown (GaADAs layers of GaAs by both 

limited melt  and  infinite melt  epitaxy and demonstrated that  both 

methods are capable of producing layers of adequate quality for inte- 

grated optics application.     Single layers of (GaADAs grown on CbiAs 

are shown to provide good confinement and hence act as waveguides 

with acceptable characteristics  for use in device fabrication,   and a 

model has been postulated to explain tha confinement in a single layer 

of (GaAllAs grown on GaAs. 

C. Materials  Evaluation 

In parallel with the growth programs we also developed char- 

acterisation techniques such as  I lall measurements of carrier con- 

centration and mobility,   and electron microprobe and photoluminescence 

measurements to determine aluminum concentration profiles; we als.' 

developed etching and processing techniques to allow Ul to study the 

layers and interfaces  by optical examination to determine their crystal 

chara' ..eristics. 

15 
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These measurements of the chemical and electrical properties 

of (GaAl)As layers grown under this program have demonstrated that 

the layers have aluminum concentration profiles and low carrier con- 

centrations as desired for optical waveguides.    However,   the final 

test of their suitability lies in actually using them as waveguides for 

light of the desired wavelength.     Therefore,   the optical waveguidina 

properties of (GaAl)As layers grown under this program have been 

measured and evaluated with respect to mode shape and attenuation. 

Optical mode shape and attenuation have been measured for wave- 

guides with a variety of thicknesses,   produced by both the limited 

melt and the infinite melt methods.    We have observed mode profiles 

of both the single mode and multimode types,   depending on layer 

thickness and aluminum concentration profile.    A theoretical model 

has been developed to describe the mode shape of light propagating 
in these layers with graded aluminum concentration.    Measurements 

of optical attenuation in various samples have confirmed that loss is 

reduced when Al concentration is increased.    For samples with alumi- 

num concentration of 15% (atomic) the loss coefficient was measured 

to be a   = 0. 17 cm'    or 0. 7 dB/cm at a wavelength of 1, 1 Sfim.    This 

value is close to the limit imposed by free carrier absorption for 

earrief concentration =10     /cm   .    It is significantly better (by a 

factor =5) than losses at \  = 1. 15 |j.m previously reported in the litera- 

ture for semiconductoi  waveguides made by any means.     Extrapolation 

pi edicts a corresponding loss at  X. = 0,85 \irr\ of n    - 0,51  cm       or 

2   2 dB  cm.     The fact that such low loss waveguides can be made by 

growing only a single layer of (GaAl)As on a GaAs substrate in highly 

significant with respect to the feasibility of making monolithic optical 

integrated circuits in the (GaAl)As system.    The results of our work on 

these waveguides are described in a paper,  "Low Loss Waveguides in 

Single Layers of Ga^^^As," by S,   M,  Jensen,   M,  K,   Barnoski, 

R.  G.  Hunsperger,  and G,  S,  Kamath, which will shortly be submitted 

for publication in the Journal of the Optical Society of America, 
-1 Loss coefficients were <1  cm      in most of the waveguiding 

layers  that were evaluated.    However,  a ~ 5 to 10 cm      was measured 

in some samples.    The major reason for the greater loss in these 
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samples was that they had an overgrowth while the low-loss samples 

did not.     This overgrowth is an additional graded layer,   several 

microns thick,   caused by a fast freeze of refined melt due to insuffi- 

cient wiping.    Additional loss is Introduced by the overgrowth layer 

because it  reduces the index of refraction difference at the interface 

with the guiding layer from what it would be for air allowing light to 

penetrate into the rough,   spotty,   lossy overgrowth.     The e Tect of the 

overgrowth was clearly demonstratct. in the case of one sample which 

was only partially covered by an overgrowth.    In the region which 

had no overgrowth losses  were measured to be o       0.5 cm     ,   while 

in the region where the overgrowth was present,   losses were 

increased to  a       5.0 cm"   .     By eliminating the overgrowth problems 

and improving surface quality,   low loss waveguides car be fabricated 

consistently. 

D. Device Analysis  and  Fabrication Techniques 

As part of the program of research and development under 

this contract we have considered device elements for which CiaAs and 

Ga        Al   As are particularly suitable with the goal of establishing the 
1 - X X 

relationship between device requirements and material and structure 

characteristics.    Such components as waveguide bends and couplers, 

distributed feedbcirU i.ijection lasers,   integrated detectors,   modula- 

tors,   and periodic optical filters have been considered.    Optical filters 

have been analyzed theoretically.    Computer results for the dispersion 

diagram of a periodically corrugated dielectric waveguide with typical 

parameters have been obtained.    The behavior of the waveguide near 

the important Bragg regime,  where the corrugation period is equal to 

one-half wavelength,  was studied in detail.    Periodic optical structures 

are expected to play an important role in applications such as optical 

filters,   grating air-waveguide couplers,  directional couplers,   and 

distributed feedback lasers. 

A theoretical analysis has also been made of the properties of 

"leaky" waveguides,   or layers in which the  index of refraction is 

lower in the guide than it is in the substrate.    The results of this 

17 
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analysis indicate that useful integrated optics devices can be fabricated 

using leaUy vaveguides provided the guide height is t > 10 i^m for a 

wavelength c.'' \ = 0. 8 |j.m.    The losses due to leaks become <1 cm 

for aluminum concentrations >10% (atomic). 

Another device that we have paid particular attention to is the 

integrated waveguide/detector.    A company-funded program to  develop 

a method for forming integrated waveguide/detectors in GaAs has pro- 

duced encouraging preliminary results.    Proton bombardment has been 

used to create the required absorbing centers in the detector volume. 

Detectors have been fabricated with a quantum efficiency of 17% and a 

pulse response time less than 200 ns,  and it is felt that further develop- 

ment of the technique will yield devices with significantly improved 

characteristics.    We have performed a theoretical analysis of the proton 

implanted detector under this contract which indicates that the same basic 

fabrication methods used in GaAs should be applicable to (GaADAs. 

Projections based on the GaAs data indicate that a (GaAl)As waveguide/ 

detector operating at X = 9000 A with a GaAs LED or laser source is 

feasible.    If a Ga«   Q7A1     -.^As wave-guide is used and the carrier con- 

centration in the waveguide is <1 x 10     /cm    so that the detector volume 

can be completely depleted by the reverse biased Schottky diode,  the 

estimated internal quantum efficiency is at least 60%. 

In the final months of the contract period the proton bombard- 

meni technique was used for the first time to fabricate   an integrated 

waveguide detector in a (GaAl)As single-layer waveguide.     The Wave- 

guide was a single laver of (GaAl)As on a silicon-doped GaAs substrate. 

The guiding layer had an aluminum concentration of 5% (atomic) and a 

thickness of 13 jam.    Optical loss measurements made on waveguides 

cleaved from the sample prior to proton bombardment indicated an 

absorption coefficient at  \       1. IS |Un of • a 0* 2 cm     ,    A 3 mm long 

waveguide cleaved from this sample was bombarded over one third of 

its length with a dose of 1 x 10     /cm   ,   300 keV protons.      Phis bom- 

bardment produced a factor of 10 increase in absorption (o       2 cm 

at 1.15 ^m) as compared to the loss observed in the nonbombirded 

region. 

18 
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A Schottky barrier contact was formed on the surface of the 

bombarded region to form an integral waveguide/detector diode.    When 

the device was reverse biased with a dc voltage of 20 V,  and light from 

a He-Ne laser was focused onto the cleaved end face of the v/aveguide 

nearest the proton bombarded region a photocurrent ~1 fiA was produced. 

Since the magnitude of the coupling loss at the cleaved end face is not 

known,   it is impossible tc determine a quantum efficiency for the device 

from these experiments.   (The measurement of coupling loss is straipht- 

forward but was not performed for le.ck of time. )   However,   thi'y have 

served to demonstrate that proton bombardment car be used to 

produce a monolithically coupled waveguide/detector in (GaAl)As as 

well as GaAs. 

E. Repurt Organization 

In the following sections of this report we describe the details 

of what has been summarized in the preceding paragraphs.     The defini- 

tion of epilayer material and structural  requirements is presented in 

Section II.    Sections III,  IV,   and V describe the three phases of the 

materials growth program — development of growth techniques,   growth 

and evaluation of epitaxial layers for optical integrated circuits,   and 

optimization.    Optical waveguide evaluation is detailed in Section \T. 

Device analysis and fabrication techniques are described in Section VII. 

Finally,  we summarize our conclusions and make recommendations for 

further study and applications in Section VTH. 
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II. DEFINITION OF EPILAYER MATERIAL AND STRUCTURE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Work on the establishment of the basic requirements imposed 

by the need to achieve efficient propagation in waveguides was per- 

formed under this contract.     In the course of the program considera- 

tion was given to primarily three factors affecting waveguiding:    free 

carrier absorption and its effect on propagation losses,   difference in 

aluminum concentration between the guiding layer and the substrate 

required to achieve single mode propagation,   and absolute aluminum 

concentration required to minimize band-to-band absorption at various 

wavelengths.     The approximate ranges of absolute aluminum concen- 

tration for the substrate and the guiding layer for various  source wave- 

lengths also have been computed using the data available to date. 

A. Hcquirements or the Aluminur    Concentration Difference 
nclwoen Guide and Subst rate 

The aluminum concentration difference between the guiding 

layer and the substrate required for single mode propagation can be 

determined in a straightforward but somewhat approximate fashion bv 

Lgnoriltfl the slight nonlineanty in the dependence of the refractive 

index on aluminum concentration.     We assumed in these calculations 

the following  relationship between layer-subst rate index difference 

(n0  -  n-,) and aluminum concentration difference (Ax):    n,  -  n,  =0.4 A> 
£ J Z -i 

where n    and n    are the guiding  layer and the substrate indices of 

refraction,   respectively.      This approximate expression for Ax was 

empirically deduced from data available for (GaAllAs close confine- 

ment  injection lasers. 

The approximate condition for propagation of the first  m modes 

at  wavelength \     in a waveguide of height  i  is 

(4 - n\) » : 
[Zm -  1 . \ 

4t I I ! I, ^. 3. 
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Relating (n- - n-) to aluminum concentration difference Ax yields the 

condition for lowest order mode propagation 

\„\2 

¥*&) >->1#(^ 
where n  =   (1/2) (n? + n,).    This relation can be used to plot the curves 

of Fig.   II-l,   which give the ranges of guiding film thickness and alumi- 

num concentration difference allowed for single mode propagation. 

A more accurate calculation of the relationship between the 

film thickness and the aluminum concentration difference has also 

been performed.     In this calculation the Sellmeier equation    was used 

to estimate the refractive indices of Ga,      Al  As for different values 

of x: 

n(x)  =   A + —2 E - D(x) X. 
\     - C(x) o 

The coefficients A,   B,   C,   and D are given in Table II-l.    A plot of 

the refractive index as a function of x is shown in Fig.   II-2; the change 

in refractive index An   n   n_ - n-  is shown in Fig.   II-3.    The  ratio of 

thickness to wavelength for the first two modes of the waveguide struc- 

ture is plotted in Fig.   II-4 as a function of concentration difference Ax 

between the guide and the substrate for guiding epilayer concentrations 

of x       0 and x        0. 20.    It is seen that although the guide thickness is 

dependent primarily on aluminum concentration difference Ax,   some 

dependence on the absolute aluminum concentration is exhibited. 

B. Absolute Aluminum Concentration Requiren ents 

The absolute level of aluminum concentration in the guiding 

layer was estimated by considering the spectral location and shape 

of the Ga,      Al   As absorption edge as a function of aluminum concen- 1 -x     x 
tration and assuming a value for maximuni allowable absorption 
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Fig.   II-1.     Al   ccncentration  difference  for   single- 
mode   propagation   ()   ■   1   Hü). 
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Fig.   II-2.     index  of  Refraction  of  Gai_xAlxAs 
as  a  function  of  Al   concentration 
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Fig.    11-3. 
Refractive index difference as a func- 
tion of Al concentration difference 
between two layers of Ga-|_xAlxAs for 
two values of absolute Al concentration 
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Fig. II-4. 
Guide thickness to wavelength ratio 
as T function of Al concentration 
between layer and substrate. 
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TABLE II- 1 

Refractive Index of Ga,      Al  As 
1 ~ X X 

n2        A + -=5 D\2 

^ - C 

Material 

GaAs 

Ga,      Al   As 1 -x     x 

10.906 

10. 906 - 2. 92x 

B 

Ü. 97501 

0.97501 

0. 27969 

(0. 52886 
- 0. 735x) 
x <0. 36 

(0.30386 
- 0.105x) 
x >0. 36 

i) 

0. 002467 

0. 002467 
(1.41x + 1) 

T980 

coefficient dua to interband transitions.     Gurves of Fig.   II-5 were 

plotted using available data for GaAs.     Tbe absorption edges  shown 

for increasing aluminum concentrations were obtained by calculating 

the bandgap using the expression    E  (x)   =   1.439 +  1.042 x + 0. 468x 

and then shifting the band edge of GaAs to correspond to the computed 

value E   (x).     The required aluminum cone entration was determined 
g e from these curves using two typical allowable values of absorption 

coefficients and various possible source wavelengths which might po- 

tentially be used in Integrated optical circuits.    The results are shown 

in Table II-2.    The particular value chosen for allowable absorption 

coefficient would,   of course,  depend on the application.    However a loss 

of 3 dB/cm (Q   =0.7 cm'   ) is certainly acceptable for many applications 

employing a wafer size -  1  or 2 cm.    Detailed data on the absorption 

in the long wavelength tail of the band edge of GaAs has been obtained 

from the literature,     as shown in Fig.   II-6,    However,  as can be seen, 

tho absorption at levels below about 2 cm       varies substantially from 
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Fig.   II-5.     Interband  absorption  as  a   function  of  wavelength 
and  Al   concentration. 
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Fig.   II-6.     Absorption   in   the  long   wavelength 
tail   of  the  GaAs   band   edge. 
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specimen to specimen which is presumably a result of impurities.    The 

projected absorption for Ga Al  As with various x values has been 
{ i. ~ X;        X 

indicated by shifting the wavelength scale on the abcissa by the amount 

appropriate to the particular Ga .     .Al  As bandgap.    It is clear from 
{ 1 ~ X J        X 

these data that adequately low absorption coefficients are expected in 

good samples of (GaAl)As.    In fact,  measurements on samples grown 

under this program which are described in section VI have demonstrated 

that losses significantly less than 3 dB/cm are obtainable. 

TABLE II-2 

Absolute Aluminum Concentration Requirements 

Source Wavelength Required Aluminum Concentration 
In The Guide 

0. 86 ^m GaAlAs 

0. 9 |im GaAs 

0. 95 to 1.0 iim Si: GaAs 

a   =   2 cm 
(8.6 dB/cm) 

17% 

7% 

0% 

Substrate concentration 4% highei 
Material becomes indirect at    40% Al 

a   =  0. 7 cm 
(3 dB/cm) 

40% 

32% 

20% 

C. Limits on GaAs Epilayer Impurity Concentrations 

The most important sources of loss in a (GaAl)As waveguide are 

(1) band-to-band transitions and (2) free carrier absorption.    Loss 

caused by the first mechanism can be minimized by a proper choice of 

the energy gap relative to the operating wavelength as discussed in 

Section II-B.    Free carrier loss will be present,  however,   since the 

impurity concentration,  although kept to a minimum,   is always fini e. 
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In an effort to determine the allowable impurity concentrations 

we need to solve for the optical losses of the propagating modes as a 

function of the carrier concentrations in the substrate and the guiding 

layer.     Consider a thin film waveguide such as  illustrated below. 

1. 

2, 

air 

K-      K,    + IK,. Z Zr 2i 

K-   =   K,     + IK,. 3 3r 3i 

waveguide layer 

Substrate 

K.,   K.i   and K, are the relative dielectric constants  (i.e.,   K        n 

with n being the complex in lex of refraction).     The fact that the media 

are,   in general,   lossy is accounted for by taking the K's as complex 

numbers as shown in the figure.    Near cutoff most of the wave energy 

is in medium 3 and the mode attenuation approaches the bulk loss of 

medium 3 which is 

k  K-. 
o   3i 

/K 
(1) 

3r 

where k Zxr/X.  .     Far above cutoff the mode energy is concentrated o o "' 
in medium 2 and the mode loss approaches. 

k  K,. 
o    2i 

v^ 2r 
(2) 

We can obtain a general expression for the mode attenuation 

constant as a function of K.,.,   K,.,   the guide dimensions,   and the fre- 
2i        31 

quencies.     Such an expression has,   indeed,   been derived.     As 

expected,   the mode loss constant lies between a, and ox.     For the 
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purpose of design criteria we assume,   coi servatively,  that the loss 

constant is equal to the larger of Q? and o      i. e. , 

k    ImK o 
mode 7 PiK 

where the imaginary part of K (ImK) is taken as the larger of ImK., 

and ImK,. 

An expression for ImK can be derived from a simple treatment 

of the carrier polarization in the presence of collisions of lifetime T. 

This   gives   (see  Appendix A) 

ImK   = 
Ne   /(m  «   WT)  o 

W       4    1 /T 
(3) 

where m     -   effective mass,    €       dielectric cons ant of vacuum in MKS 

units and N  ■   carrier density. 

In GaAs using a mobility ji   =   4x10    cm   /V-s (which corre- 
17 3 sponds to an electron concentration of 1 x 10     /cm   ) we have at 

X.     =   1 um 

m"   =   0. 07 m     =   6. 4 x 10"32 kg 

rnu       ,   /      i n-13 
 '-       1.6x10 s 

w =   2iTf   =r 1.88 x 1015   s_1 

WT  ^   3. 0 x 10 

n  -   3. 51 
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From eqs.   (2) and (3) we obtain in the limit w » 1/T 

where 

o 
m ode 

^^     Ne 
i       *    2 

m   w   T 

p      ■    permeability of free space 

<■   =   dielectric constant of the materiel 

With the above data for GaAs we obtain 

-19 -1 o =   7. 7 x 10 N(cm     ) [5) 

where N is in cm 

The theoretical  expression (5) for o  Ind.    .'es values that arc 
4 

somewhat lower than those which are observed experimentally.      An 
4 

empirical expression derived from the data of Spitzer and Whelan    is 

5 x lO'18 INKcn-r1) (6) 

Using this latter equation to obtain a conservative estimate of 

maximum allowable carrier concentration we adopt the value 

17        -3 
N   <  10      cm 

1 
which would be expected to produce a  <  0. 5 cm     .    This corresponds 

to a loss of 2. 1 dB/cm (from free carrier absorption),  which is 

acceptable in integrated optical circuits with typical dimensions up to 

a centimeter,  as long as losses from other sources are of the same 

order of magnitude.    Since we can routinely produce waveguiding layers 

with carrier concentration <  10     /cm    the above requirement can be 

easily met. 

The material requirements established in the preceding para- 

graphs are summarized in Table II-3. 
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TABLE II-3 

Summary of Requirements 

Impurity Concentration 

17        -3 
N  < 10      cm 

Al Concentration Difference Between Substrate and 
Guiding Layer 

Ax:     1. 5 to 3. 5% 

t:     1.25 to 2. 5 |jim 

Absolute Levels of Al Concentration 

For a  = 2 cm      (8. 6 dB/cm) 

Substrate -4% - 21% minimum 

Guiding Layer -0% - 17% minimum 

For Q   = 0.7 cm'    (3 dB/cm) 

Substrate -24% to 44% minimum 

Guiding Layer -20% to 40% minimum 
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Ill MATERIALS GROWTH PHASE I  -   DEVELOPMENT OF 
GROWTH TECHNIQUES 

The program in materials growth can best be considered in 

three phases:    (1) prior to August 1973,   (2) August 1973 to January 1974, 

and (3) January 1974 to August 1974. 

During the first phase of the program we evaluated three dif- 

ferent possible approaches to the growth of epitaxial layers of III-V 

compounds for waveguide fabrication.    These were vapor phase epitaxy, 

and two solution growth techniques - (1) limited melt graphite slide bar 

and (2) infinite melt.   (The advantaues and problems connected with each 

were treated in our report of August 1973.) 

A. Vapor Epitaxy 

The primary emphasis in this part of the program was to form 

simple structures of gallium arsenide layers on gallium-aluminum- 

arsenide,   (GaAl)As,   that could be used for studies based on our 

theoretical analysis of waveguide structures.    The vapor deposition 

system alreauy in use on other programs in the laboratory was used 

for growing these films. 
The (GaAl)As substrates were obtained from Laser Diodes,   Inc., 

Mctuchen,   New Jersey.     They svere epitaxial layers of (GaADAs on 

GaAs substrates with composition Ga0  Q^AIQ   Q4AS and a film thickness 

of about 12 |j.m.    The surfaces were given a light chemical polish before 

being loaded into the growth apparatus.    A brief description of our 

vapor growth system is given below. 

Epitaxial layers of gallium aresenide are grown in an all-glass 

system using 99. 999% arsenic trichloride and 99- 999% gallium with a 

flowing atmosphere of pure hydrogen supplied by a palladium diffuj.o.i 

purifier.    The hydrogen is bubbled through arsenic trichloride,   passed 

over gallium kept at about 850OC; and subsequently over a gallium 
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arsenide seed located downstream at about 780OC.    The gro vth system 

has been used routinely in our laboratory to produce epitaxial layers 

with thickness larger than 5 jim and carrier concentrations in the range 
of 5 x 10      cm 

In a series of exr' riments we used the system for growing 

gallium arsenide films on gallium aluminum arsenide.     The system 

and control,   however,  were not quite adequate to grow films thinner 

than 4 [im reproducibly.    When the films are thin,  the thickness uni- 

formity over the entire surface becomes a critical consideration, 

especially for use in waveguides.     The film thickness is strongly 

dependent on the uniformity oi the temperature across the whole cross 

section of the growth chamber where the seed is located.    Besides 

uniformity in temperature,  uniformity in the concentration of the gas 

phase at the growth front is also critical in producing a good junction 

at the growth interface.    Wtih these considerations in mind we designed 

a new system on a company-funded program incorporating more 

sophisticated controls.    This was used in our later experiments to 

provide thin films with a high degree of homogeneity and good surface 
finish. 

Several films of gallium arsenide were grown to familiarize 

ourselves with the problems involved.    A cross section of one such 

film is shown in Fig.  III-l.    Also shown in Figs.  1II-2 and III-3 are the 

surface of the gallium aluminum arsenide as received and the gallium 

arsenide film after growth.    It can be seen from ihc figures that the 

polishing of the (GaAl)As substrate and the procedures used in the 

growth system are capable of giving a very good layer of GaAs with 

good perfection and junction delineation.    The vapor growth method 

would thus seem to be capable of growing a layer of GaAs on (GaAl)As. 

Using the more sophisticated equipment,   additional layers of 

GaAs were grown on Ga^Al As substrates with  -4% Al.    To prepare 

the waveguide structures,   small rectangular pieces with cleaved edges 

were prepared.    To obtain these with smooth bounding faces,   the wafers 

had to be thinned down to below 4 mil total thickness.    The samples 

were used in waveguiding experiments and shown to guide. 
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M935S 2069-8 

Fig.   111-3. 
GaAs vapor epilayer 
grown on GaAlAs. 

Fig.   III-2. 
GaAl   As  enilayer  as 
received. 

M9336 2069-9 
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In summary,  we were able to grow GaAs layers on (GaAl)As 

substrates and show these would waveguide.    However,  the source of 

(GaAl)As substrates is not very reliable and the growth of GaAs layers 

on (GaAl)As,  while feasible,  has problems.    First,  the interface 

between (GaAl)As and GaAs is not as good as that between the homo- 

epitaxial layers.    The reactivity of aluminum makes it comparatively 

rough and strained.    Second,   only GaAs epitaxy is possible,  thus limit- 

ing the waveguides to use for wavelengths longer than  2s9000 A,  the 

GaAs absorption edge.     Because of these limitations,  we decided to 

concentrate on the two liquid epitaxial techniques.    Since the ternary 

layers can be grown by these methods with variable aluminum concen- 

trations,  they can lead to a controlled variation in the bandgap and the 

r< ira   live index necessary for optical waveguiding with lov   loss. 

Liquid epitaxial growth is ideally suited for GaAlAs film growth 

because the condensed phase eliminates many of the disadvantages that 

the vapor phase has.    We also found that aluminum addition to gallium 

tends to lower the gallium surface tension causing good wetting of the 

substrate surface,   enabling very good growth of (GaAl)As on GaAs. 

A further advantage was to be gained by using the liquid epitaxial 

method because aluminum has a high segregation coefficient during 

growth that enables the utilization of very dilute solutions of aluminum; 

for example,   a 0. 05% solution of aluminum in gallium arsenide under 

appropriate conditions will give a (GaAl)As layer with 2% nluminum in 

the epilayer.     This low concentration of the solution minimizes the 

problems caused by the high reactivity of aluminum,   especially in the 

presence of traces of oxygen and water vapor. 

In the sections below we give a detailed account of our work in 

the liquid epitaxial growth effort during the early  phase of the program. 

B. Limited Melt Liquid Epitaxy 

A horizontal,   open tube growth system was designed,   con- 

structed,   and utilized to produce epitaxial films of GaAs and (GaAllAs. 

The following sections describe the growth concepts,   system design, 

and properties t f films. 
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1. Growth Method 

The method of crystal growth in which a solid crystal- 

lizes in equilibrium with a dilute solution at a temperature below the 

melting point of the solid is referred to as solution regrowth.    When 

the technique is applied to the growth of thin single crystal films on 

seed crystals it is often called liquid phase epitaxy.     This is one of 

our approaches to the problem of fabricating optical guiding structures 

which will respond to the application of external fields and will trans- 

mit light with low losnes at a wavelength of 8500 A.     The solvent mate- 

rial is high purity gallium which is liquid at temperatures over 50  C. 

The first films grown in this program by this method were 

GaAs homojunctions.     The growth of GaAs films involves an initial 

saturation of gallium solvent with GaAs at the starting temperature 

and a subsequent cooling which results in supersaturation and precipi- 

tation of GaAs on the substrate as an epitaxial layer. 

The solubility limit of arsenic in gallium versus temperature 
5 

has been determined experimentally by R. N.   Hall    and is depicted 

graphically in Fig. III-4. Also shown in this figure are points cor- 

responding to an analytical expression we have fitted to the experi- 

mental curve: 

i 

:GaAs (6 
• Ä-ii     1n J3.71xlO'3(T-900)-6.0xlO"6(T-900)   | 

x 10     )x 10 « (7) 

where x^ = atom frar^a of GaAs in liquid gallium and T is the tem- 

perature of the melt in ' C.    Notice th?.t over the temperature range 

500 to 1100oC the analytical expression corresponds well to the experi- 

mental data.    From the equation wf. can establish the relevance of 

several parameters to controlled chin film growth; thus evaluating 

dx/dT near 900oC yields 

h^i 900oC ■   5. 13 x 10"4/OC (8) 
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Fig.   III-4 

EXPERIMENTAL 

600 800 

TEMPERATURE, 0C 

1000 1200 

Solubility limit of arsenic in gallium versus 
temperature . 
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From eq.   (8),   for a system for which the kinetics are not diffusion 

limited, we can determine the film thickness produced by an incre- 

mental reduction in temperature near 900OC under the assumptions 

that  nucleation occurs only at the substrate in a uniform layer and no 

super cooling takes place.    The change in film thickness (\) with tem- 

perature is 

dX. 
dT 

dx'    A     M^   Ä       W      ., 
GaAs      GaAs        melt 
dT M Ga GaAs 

,|     melti ,o_ 
(9) 

where 

GaAs 

Ga 

pGaAs 

melt 

=   molecular weiqht of GaAs 

=   atomic weight oi Ga 

3 
=   density of GaAs in g/cm 

=   weight of the melt in g 

A   ■   area of the substrate in cm 

In our early experiments a typical ratio of melt weight to sub- 

strate c.rea is about 1 g/cm  .    This implies a growth rate of 2 fi,m/0C. 

It is clear from this that reproduciLUity in thickness requires fine 

temperature control. 

The second part of the growth program involves the growth of 

Ga^^A^As on GaAs.    While the solubility of GaAs in the gallium melt 

may not be significantly affected by the addition of a small amount of 

aluminum to the melt,  a new consideration arises regarding the uni- 

formity of the aluminum concentration throughout the grown layer. 

Consider the mixed GaAs-AlAs system,  AB,  where A designates 

cations on an f. c.c.  lattice and B designates anions on the other sub- 

lattice comprising the zinc blende structure.    Near 900oC the "A" site 

fraction of aluminum in solid AB at equilibrium with a gallium rich 

melt is about 58 (Ref.   6) times the atom fraction of aluminum in the 
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melt.    Consequently,   as the film grows it quickly depletes the melt 

of aluminum.    Again assuming uniform nuclcation on the substrate and 

nowhere else,   it can be shown that 

din x..  (interface) 

d^ 

A 

-58 
(MGaL)PGaAs(WMelt) 

10) 

where x.. (interface) site fraction r,f aluminum on the  MA" lattice at 

the growth interface.     The solution to this equation is,   of course 

A   ,.   t      ,       . A, o 
x., (interface)   ■ XA|      exp 

^Al -^v^^^vti) 11) 

A, 0 
where x   ' Al site fraction on the  "A" lattice at the initiation of 

growth. 

Figure 111-5 shows the percentage deviation of the aluminum 

site   fraction on the  'A " lattice at the surface of the film to its value at 

the substrate-epijunction as a function of film thickness for various 

values of the parameter (W       .   /A).     Clearly larce  ratios  of (W       .  /A) p melt y        (-. melt 
correspond to more uniform film composition. 

It would seem from the above argument that  (W       ,,/A) should ■ melt 
be kept large.    Doing this produces another problem.     When thin films 

are desired,   however,   eq.   (9) indicates that the  film thickness pro- 

duced through a givfn cooling increment  is directly proportional to 

(W       .  /A).     Conversely,   the total cooling increment,   AT,   required to melt 7 H » »        T 

crow a film of a given thickness is inversely prcportional to (W       ,,/A). ■ 7 ' melt 
Since there are limits to how well the temperature can be controlled, 

large ratios of (W /A) reduce control over final film thickness, 
melt 

Problems associated with super cooling further complicated the situa- 

tion.     The discussion above leads to the conclusion that  for best   results 

a  judicious compromise has to be used in choosing values  of W       .  /A, J ' melt 
depending on the thickness of the film desired and the aluminum 
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Fiq.    III-5 Variation  of Al   Concentration   through 
the   Epilayer  Film  Versus   Film  Thickness 
for  Particular  Values  of  the  Parameter 

mel t 
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concentration gradient that can be tolerated in the film.    It also 

emphasizes the high degi-ee of sophistication necessary in the rontrol 

of temperature both at the start of growth and during the cooling cycle. 

These considerations are seen in better perspective in the treatment 

below. 
Figure III-6 illustrates the dependence of growth rate and the 

derivative of the logarithm of aluminum concentration with respect to 

film thickness (eq.   (10) on ^melt^^'     Filrn sPecifications restrict 
growth to particular regions of the figure.    For instance,   suppose a 

1 0 ^m thick film is required with a maximum allowable error in thick- 

ness of *2%.    If the uncertainty in the growth temperature is ±0. 1% the 

growth rate must be less than 2. [im/0C to satisfy the requirement on 

film thickness.    This limits the choice of (Wmeit/
A) to values less than 

1  g/cm  .     Figure III-6 shows that   under these conditions the variation 

in aluminum site fraction from substrate to surface of film will be  15%. 

To improve control over uniformity,   one must pay a price in control 

of thickness and vice versa. 

It should be emphasized that the description of the growth 

process given above is based on an oversimplified model.    The assump- 

tions of chemical uniformity throughout the melt,   lack of super satura- 

tion and heterogeneous nucleation occurring only on the substrate arc 

all idealized concepts,   but the simple model helps clarify general 

principles underlying the growth process.    Equations (9) and (10) should 

be regarded only as guides illustrating the general dependence of the 

growth conditions on the various important parameters.     Fortunately, 

the model is especially applicable to our epitaxial growth system where 

the mrlt is of limited volume and has a small thickness above the sub- 

strate.    This allows near equilibrium conditions to be established at 

the growth interface and minimizes effects of diffusion of various 

species.    The growth rate predicted in eq.   (9),   for instance,   is only 

about three times higher than that obtained in the horizontal system 

using 1  g of melt with 1  cm    substrate area. 
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2. Epitaxial Growth Apparatus 

The design of the furnace and gas handling equipment 

is shown schematically in Fig.   III-7.     Figure 111-8 is a photograph of 

this apparatus.     The system is constructed primarily of quartz,   pyrex, 

and stainless steel,  with short sections of kovar tubing used to make 

the transition from pyrex to stainless and a limited number of com- 

pression fittings.    The only compression fittings used on the gas input 

side of the furnace tube are at the stainless steel nitrogen regulator 

and at the Ag-Pd diffuser output. 

The gaseous nitrogen source is the vapor over liquid nitrogen 

which ensures high purity without i he necessity of a cold trap.    At the 

boginning of each run the system is evacuated using a Bal/.er mechani- 

cal vacuum pump which employs a bakeable molecular sieve trap to 

prevent back streaming of pump vapors.    Stainless steel vacuum bel- 

lows valves isolate the gas sources from the vacuum pump during 

evacuation and serve as on-off valves to control the gas flows.    The 

pressure reached during pumpdown measured between the molecular 
.3 

sieve trap and the vacuum pump is less than 10      Torr.     This pressure 

is continuously monitored with a thermocouple gauge. 

After evacuation the system is back filled with either H, or N,. 

To monitor the manifold pressure during back tilling a Wallace-Tiernan 

absolute pressure gauge is used.     The chamber exhaust goes through a 

three pound check valve and a bath of silicone oil to prevent oxygen 

back st reaming. 

The furnace itself is a Thermco "Spartans" diffusion furnace 

having three temperature zones which are controlled by a master-slave, 

four thermocouple control loop.     This type of control system is ideal 

for maintaining a long,   flat temperature profile even during cooling. 

The maximum furnace cooling rate measured in the thermocouple well 

is about 9   C/min with low gas flow. 

The temperature during growth is monitored in a thermocouple- 

well adjacent to the boat.     The thermocouple E.M. F.   is applied to a 

Leeds and Northrup millivolt recorder in series with a temperature 
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Fig.   III-7.     Schematic  diagram  of  horizontal   liouid  epilayer 
system  growth. 
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Fiq. III-8.  Horizoital liquid enilayer growth system 
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compensated reference (cold) junction.    This recorder is capabJe of 

displaying a '. mV full scale span atop a calibrated dc level of up to 

40 mV.    Firn r temperature sensitivity is possible using a five-digit 

digital voltmeter with 1 fiV resolution.    This permits measurements 

of temperature change as small as 0. 10C using a Pt-Pt: Rh(13%) 

thermocouple.    We found it possible to maintain a temperature which 

is constant to ±0. 1   C in the growth zone of our system. 

The early slide bar assemblies containing the substrate and the 

melt were made of high purity graphite purchased from Ultra Carbon 

Corporation.    They consist of two pieces:   the main body of the slide 

containing the melt which is covered with a i?raphite cap and a plate 

which slides through the center of the main body directly under and in 

contact with the melt.    The sliding plate has two machined depressions 

which accept a GaAs source piece and the substrate.    During growth 

the source piece is placed in contact with the melt by moving the sliding 

plate with respect to the boat body.     This saturates the melt at the 

starting temperature.     The substrate is shifted into contact with the 

melt just before cooling begins.     Figure III-9 is a photograph of the 
slide bar. 

The two-section slide bar is controlled by a double push rod 

having a conrentric design.    The outer rod is quartz and holds the main 

body of the melt in position.     The inner rod is Ängsten and attaches 
to the sliding plate. 

3' Results of Film Growth and Evaluation 

After the epitaxial system was completed it was checked 

out by growing films of GaAs on silicon doped GaAs substrates (1018 

electrons/cm   ).     These films are n-type as grown,   which is expected 

since the gallium melt was saturated using silicon-doped GaAs.    The 
growth orientation was < 100 >. 

These initial runs were helpful in pointing out problems inherent 

to the system.    One difficulty is the complete removal of the melt from 

the film after growth.    Careful attention to the spacing between the 

graphite wiping edge and the film surface and the incorporation of a 
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Fig. III-9.  Photogranh of the graphite slidebar in which 
•the epitaxial growth occurs. 
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second cavity in the graphite boat to provide additional wiping has 

helped to reduce the problem. 

Another problem which was encountered in the growth of the 

initial GaAs films was that   of thermal decomposition of the substrate 

during melt saturation.    Besides pitting the surface to a depth of more 

than a micron,  thermal decomposition converted the surface layer of 

the substrate to n-type to a depth of several thousand angstroms.     This 

left a troublesome interface layer between the film and the substrate. 

This difficulty was successfully eliminated by minimizing the 

time the substrate is exposed to high temperature and by supplying an 

equilibrium overpressure of arsenic during the high temperature 

period.    The proper ursenic overpressure can be achieved by placing 

a wafer of GaAs over the substrate when actual growth is not taking 

place. 

At the end of GaAs growth experiments,   growth occurred over 
2 

the entire surface of a  1.5 cm    substrate even when the weight of the 

melt covering the substrate was less than 1. 5 g.    Originally this was 

not possible since the surface tension of the melt caused it to ball up 

and wet only that part of the substrate directly beneath the ball.    The 

problem was minimized by using a plunger type of melt cap made of 

high purity graphite,  which presses down on the melt,   spreading it 

across the surface of the substrate.    The use of small melt volumes 

is desirable in the growth of thin films since reproducibility in thick- 

ness then becomes consistent with practical temperature control 

capabilities. 

Thus,   (GaAl)As films were grown in the system both on GaAs 

and (GaAl)As substrates.    These films were grown with various com- 

positions and thicknesses in order to ascertain our control capability. 

Another growth problem was the tendency for pyramidal growth 

to occur on the surface of the film at specific nucleation sites.    These 

were few enough in number that  their presence did not in itself produce 

problems; however,   the graphite wiping edge could scrape them across 

the surface of the film leaving parallel scratches. 
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In the early phase,   (GaAl)As films were characterized through 

simple microscopic examination,   staining cleaved cross sections, 

mechanical measurement of surface roughness (Dek-tak),   measure- 

ment of avalanche breakdown voltage and microprob'j examination 

(x-ray fluorescence). 

Figure III-1 0 is a photomicrograph of a typical thick (GaAl)As 

epitaxial film surface taken at low magnification (6X).     The upper region 

of the substrate was not placed in contact with the melt and,   conse- 

quently,  has no epitaxial film.    The horizontal line is,   therefore,   the 

edge of the film. 

Several of the anomalies mentioned above are visible in this 

figure.    Notice the vertical scratches originating at growth pyramids 

on the film.    The scratches are in the direction in which the wiping 

edge was pulled across the surface. 

Notice also the exaggerated thickness near the upper edge. 

This is due to incomplete removal of the melt in regions where the melt 

remains during the cooldown to room temperature.    In these regions 

growth continues leaving coarse crystalline deposits. 

The gentle undulation of the surface is characteristic of thick 

films grown by the method descr ibove.     Figure III-ll illustrates 

the magnitude of the surface unc.       .^n.     The measurement was made 

with a Sloan Dek-tak.    Notice that the average deviation from flatness 
o 

of the surface is about ±1500 A.    This measurement was made on the 

17 (i.m thick film shown in Fig.  Ill-10. 

The variation in aluminum concentration across a 5    beveled 

surface of the film in Fig.  III-1Z was measured using x-ray fluorescence. 

The results indicate that x varies from 4. 21% at  the subst rate-epi- 

interface to 3. 57% at the surface of the film,   in qualitative agreement 

with eq.   (11). 

The (GaAl)As films were n-tyoe with carrier concentrations on 
17        3 the order of a few times  10     /cm    as determined through measurement 

of available breakdown voltage.    Thin layers about  2. \xrr\ thick also 

were grown on (GaAl)As substrates.     These layers were reasonably 

flat,  although somewhat scratched. 
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Fig. 111 -11 . Deviation in surface flatness of the film shown 
in Fig. 111-10. 
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2 pm/DtV. 

Fig.   111-12 Photomicrograph of the cleaved edge of a 
double layer of (G?A1) As on GaAs.  Top 
layer is Gag gg^lg 02^s ^ •'l1, thick); 
lower layer is GaQ' g6Al Q . 04As (13 ■!l" thick); 

substrate is GaAs.' 
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Experience from these early experiments led us to make several 

changes.     First,   the soft ultracarbon graphite was found to be a prob- 

lem because of its tendency to abrade easily.    We therefore switched 

to several alternative types of carbon and finally settled on a much 

denser ultracarbon graphite which has proved to be satisfactory.    We 

also tried pyrolytic coated graphite and when the coating is applied 

properly,   this aided in giving a uniform,   trouble-free surface. 

The second addition to the system was a temperature program- 

mer that could lower the temperature at  various cooling rates.    Use of 

the programmer coupled with the new slide bar enabled us to grow 

layers with smoother surfaces and greater uniformity in thickness. 

We attempted the growth of two layers with different aluminum concen- 

trations.    After some early problems in wiping were solved,  we were 

able to grow several Ga,,      ,A1  As layers over Ga,.      .Al  As so that 
(J-y)     y (1-x)     x 

y was lower than x.    Experiments in waveguiding showed that the layers 

could guide but were lossy because of lack of smoothness at the growth 

interfaces and the surface.    While the cleaved edges looked reasonably 

smooth and the junctions visibly uniform under the microscope,  the 

heterojunctions apparently had many poinpoint defects and irregulari- 

ties that made them optically lossy. 

Our calculations suggested that the guiding performance would 

be improved by going to higher aluminum concentrations in the layers. 

The high segregation coefficient of aluminum and its high reactivity, 

however,   militate against the use of higher aluminum concentration in 

the melt.     Th     large  surface-to-volume ratio of the melt in the slide bar 

method is especially harmful since the melt can be fouled easily by con- 

tamination with water vapor or oxygen.     To solve these challenges we 

went to two different alternatives;    (1)   improve the slide bar system, 

and (2) try a new alternative,   the infinite meli system.     Both of these 

have proved quite successful. 

The slide bar system was improved methodically by eliminating 

all possible sources of leaks.    The operating parameters -  temperature 

of growth,   the saturation cycle,   the cooling or growth cycle and the 

wiping operation — all were optimized by empirical experimentation 
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with the theoretical model developed previously as a guide.    An 

example of such an approach with some of the relevant parameters is 

given in Table III-l. 

The series of runs summarized in the table demonstrates the 

importance of several parameters.     It en be seen,   for example,,   that 

the melt must be saturated at a temperature a few degrees higher than 

that for starting growth.    The etchback that takes place without such a 

precaution can be seen by cleaving and etching the grown layer and 

appears as a double junction (see  Tig.   Ill-13).    Such a regrowth is not 

always undesirable.    In some experiments where crystal perfection is 

of the essence a controlled etchback and growth is known to improve 

epitaxial growth.    However,   it is important to take the possibility of 

etchback fully into account,  to permit the growth of layers as thin as 

Z |i.m reproducibly.    In the growth of structures for waveguides the 

growth of the second layer wilh the higher refractive index is critically 

affected by this consideration.     Therefore,   it is imperative that the 

time rate of layer growth and the etchback and regrowth cycles,   be 

fully integrated into the operational cycle.    Unfortunately,  the control 

of a cycle of this type is highly dependent on the position of the slide- 

bar assembly in the growth chamber. 

Several of the factors mentioned above are illustrated by the 

series of photographs in Figs.   III-l J through 111-17.     Figures III-13 

and III-14,   which correspond to samples 0040 and Q04Z in Table III-l, 

show the regrowth area in 0040 and its absence in 0042.     The regrowth 

area can be seen better (Figs.   Ill-1 5 and III-16) in samples 0055 and 

0056 (not listed in Table III-l) in a new graphite assembly.    Sample 

0056 was prepared usi ig longer time of growth than sample 0055.     The 

results show that increased time of growth only increases the thickness 

of the grown layer but does not affect the regrowth layer.     Figure III-17 

shows a typically gi-own layer with faint scratch lines caused by parti- 

cles dragging across the face. 

The slide-bar assembly method was used successfully to make 

a multilayer Btructure with Cla..   oyAK   n,As or top of Gan   n,Aln   M<As. 
ii. 70     0. u^. ' 0. 9o     0. 04 
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Fig.   111 -14. 
Sample 0042.  Gän 95Aln n£-As enilayer on GaAs 
No reqrowth region observed.  cf. 0040. 
Scale:  2 ..m/div. 
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The top layer was about 5 ^m thick and the bottom layer about 6 to 

8 |j.m thick.    The quality of the layers still suffered from the defects 

mentioned before and the waveguiding was possible only with con- 

siderable propagation loss due to surface irregularities and imper- 

fections.    One final point needs to be made about the limited melt 

^rowth with specific reference to the growth of Ga,      Al  As layers. 

This concerns the variation of the segregation coefficient of aluminum 

as a function of temperature.    As evident from the literature and cal- 

culations given earlier,   th    segregation coexficient increases as the 

growth temperature decreases.    As a result,  there are two factors 

that  influence the aluminum concentration in the grown layer.     The 

segregation coefficient being as high as 30 makes the solution depleted 

in aluminum,   and hence the layer grown lower in aluminum concentra- 

tion,   as the growth progresses.    However,  this is offset to some extent 

by the increase in segregation coefficient as the temperature is reduced 

during the growth period.    At any starting temperature,   the final 

aluminum concentration profile in the epitaxial layer will be a reflection 

ol these contradictory factors and the final result is heavily dependent 

on both the starting temperature and the growth cycle.    It can be seen 

also from the argument that the thickness of the layer to be grown will 

have an important bearing on the starting temperature and the cycle to 

bo chosen.    Because of these considerations the limited melt epi is 

best used where thin layers are required and the infinite melt method 

described below has significant advantages when thicker layers of 

uniform aluminum concentration have to be grown. 

C. Infinite Melt Liquid Epitaxy 

The infinite melt technique offers many important advantages 

to the growth of semiconducting films,   in general,   and some specific 

advantages to the growth of Ga,      Al As films in particular.    Since a 

large melt or saturated solution of GaAs in Ga is the source,   the layer 

growth can be carried out in a stable matrix with very uniform condi- 

tions of temperature and concentration,  the two prime parameters for 

 — 
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good crystal growth.    Again,   since aluminum has a very high segrega- 

tion coefficient,  a uniform layer of Ga.     A1
x

As can be grown easily 

from a large source so that the growth front concentration of the 

ambient liquid stays close to invariant during epitixy. 

The major disadvantage to the large melt approach arises from 

the high reactivity of the aluminum.    In the slide-bar approach this 

difficult" is avoided for two reasons inherent to the technique. 

1. A small melt is used only in one experiment and 
then discarded.     Thtrefore,  the melt is exposed 
to air only once at the beginning of each experiment. 

2. The substrate is slid under the melt and hence ^s 
not exposed to any reactive films that may be at 
the surface of the saturated melt.    While this is 
helpful,   it is well to remember that in the wiping 
operation,  which is part of this process,   any 
significant amount of surface crystallites or 
particles can lead to mechanical damage of the 
grown surfaces. 

Thus,   under controlled conditions the two points made here make the 

slide-bar limited-melt approach attractive.    Its major advantage,   of 

course,   is its ability to make multiple films in one experiment by 

having more than one melt slide over the substrate in a series fashion. 

For some very small devices where feasibility 3rA the determination 

of parameters for research are prime considerations,   this is a prac- 

tical approach for obtaining rapid results.    However,   where large areas 

of perfect epitaxy are necessary,   as in the case of waveguides,   the 

infinite melt had the ability to provide large-area layers.     The advan- 

tage of this approach can be appreciated further,  when we think ahead 

to the next generation of device needs,  where these waveguides have to 

be integrated with other structures to form integrated opti -s compo- 

nents and circuits. 
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With these goals in mind,   we proceeded with the growth of 

large-area Ga.     Al As films by the infinite melt technique.    In most 

applications GaAs layers were grown from a melt contained in a quartz 

crucible heated to about 850OC.    Such layers have been grown in many 

laboratories.    Generally,  the layers grown from the undoped melt are 

p-type with silicon as the major impurity.    In our experiments,   we 

have been able to grow layers with p-type carrier concentration less 
15 3 than 10     /cm    routinely.    However,  when we added aluminum to the 

melt it was soon evident that a quartz crucible was not suitable,   since 

it reacted with the aluminum at a rapid rate (see Table III-Z,   Q^ and 

Q,).    We were forced,  therefore,   to look for alternative materials for 

crucibles. 

One of thesimpList of several alternatives is aluminum oxide. 

High purity aluminum oxide crucibles now are available for semicon- 

ductor use.    Several of these were purchased and we conducted an 

extensive series of experiments to evaluate them for the growth of 

gallium arsenide epitaxial film.". 

The initial results were very gratifying.     Layers of Ga^^A^As 

were grown and their electrical propertie.s and chemical composition 

delermined.     It was evident from initial experiments that we had to 

provide for a more sophisticated gas handling and processing system 

for fhc crystal growth chambers to eliminate oxidation of the melt due 

to the addition of the aluminum.    A system was modified for Ga^^Al^As 

crystal growth.    A photograph of the system is shown in Fig.   Ill-18. 

It has a special sample entry chamber which can be independently eva- 

cuated and flushed with argon and,   subsequently,  with high purity 

hydrogen.    Any sample that has to be introduced into the growth cham- 

ber must be introduced through this chamber.    This eliminates all pos- 

sibility of contamination of the melt during the long series of runs 

required to produce a number of samples.    As the source melt itself 

is maintained in a constant flow of ultra-high-purity hydrogen at all 

times, it remains free of oxide and other contaminants which may be 

introduced inadvertently during the entry of the substrate into the 
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chamber.    We have observed that over a period of time the melt gets 

cleaner progressively and then stays extremely clean throughout a long 

series of experiments. 

The growth system was equipped with an Azar recorder- 

controller backed up by a very sensitive proportional-type controller 

that allows accurate measurement and control of temperature in a 

five-zone furnace.    We also perfected a programmer that can smoothly 

vary the rate of temperature change as a function oi time.    The com- 

bination allowed us to study the epitaxial layer growth as a function of 

the temperature cycle and hence to establish an optimum program for 

fully repioducible epitaxial layer growth. 

Data gathered from the slide-bar assembly experiments were 

used as a starting point to calculate the concentrations of aluminum and 

gallium arsenide necessary to obtain layers with different compositions. 

Table II-2 gives the grcwth parameter.^       d characterization results 

for several melts and the properties of crystals grown from them.    The 

first two,  Q    and Q^ ,   refer to layers grown from quartz.    It is interest- 

ing to note that bc'h these layers show no trace of aluminum in the 

grown layer.     Layer A,   gave the characteristics of a layer grown from 

the undoped melt in the aluminum oxide crucible.     Since it was a new 

crucible and an early experiment in a series with aluminum oxide 

crucibles,  the carrier concentration was considerably higher than the 

method is capable of giving.    It is interesting,   however,   that the layer 

was well behaved as  shown by the mobility.    Note that aluminum is ab- 

sent from the epitaxial layer,  even though aluminum oxide crucible 

was used. 

Layers A, through A . were grown with the addition of aluminum. 

The values of aluminum concentration obtained by the electron micro- 

probe need to be corrected to take into account absorption caused by 

galLam arsenide and aluminum.    We perfected a computer program 

which enabled us to do this routinely on our samples.     The data giver 

here,   however,   indicates that the method is dependable and can be used 

contro'lably to produce Ga,     Al  As layers with prec"   'able aluminum 

concentrations. 
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The surface of the grown layers is smooth and uniform, and 

the grown junction is free from imperfections (see Figs. Ill - 1 9 and 

111-20). 

In summary,  by August 1973 we had succeeded in growing a 

seiies of layers using the limited melt epitaxy and established the kinet- 

ics of growth.    Correlation of the parameters of the starting solution, 

the growth temperature cycle and the layer grown were established. 

Layers of (GaAl)As with varying concentrations of aluminum were grown 

using the infinite melt technique.    The layers were characterized and 

shown to be better than those from the limited rm It,   since they had 

lower carrier concentration and higher mobility.    They were also grown 

in large-area configurations for possible use as substrates for inte- 

grated optics    pplications. 
In parallel with the growth programs we also developed char- 

acterization techniques such as Hall measurements and electron 

microprobe and photcluminescence measurements to determine alum- 

inum concentration profiles; we also developed etching and processing 

techniques to allow us to study the layers and interfaces by optical 

examination to determine their crystal characteristics. 

Thus,  the first  phase of the program provided a strong base to 

the integrated optics materials program. 

The second phase covering August 1973 to January  1974 was 

devoted mainly to accumulating data on epitaxial layers both from the 

materials characterization and from the waveguide data.    In the fol- 

lowing sections we give the details of this phase. 
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Fig.   111-20 

J-JUNCTION 
AftB SIDES ARE 
BOTH SHOWN 

Gan gcAlg Q5AS grown by infinite melt 
methocl.  Tnickness 65 um.  The two 
epitaxial layers on the crystals are 
clearly brought out to show the uni- 
formity of the layers. 
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IV. MATERIALS GROWTH PHASE II - GROWTH AND EVALUATION 
OF EPITAXIAL LAYERS FOR OPTICAL INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 

A. Limited Melt Liquid Epitaxy 

The system used ani th<,- theory behind the technique have been 

described in the previous section.    Several significant improvements 

were made in our growth syoLem. 

1. A transfer chamber was added at the tail end of 
the growth c'.amber. 

2. The gas flow was altered to minimize 
contamination, 

3. A new graphite assembly made of pyrolytic 
graphite,   incorporat i ig alterations in mechanical 
design,   was used successfully to improve the 
surface quality of the layers.     These steps 
resulted in improved  reproducibility of the 
layers and also lower impurity levels and 
smoother surfaces.    Details are given below. 

The transfer chamber,   which is an extension of the quartz 

growth tube outside the furnace,   allows ui to move the slide bar 

aFsembly into,   and out of,   the furnace without exposing the graphite 

to air.     The slide bar with the melt,   the source and the substrate are 

placed in the transfer chamber,   and the whole tube flushed with hydro- 

gen until all traces of air are  removed before the slide bar is pushed 

into the growth chamber.     This has eliminated occasional evidence 

of oxidation of the melt surface causing bad wiping action and some 

scratching of the surface of the grown layer.    When the slide bar is 

removed after growth,   it is allowed to cool to room temperature in 

hydrogen before being extracted.     This procedure minimized the tailing 

of gallium over the graphite making it difficult to  reuse the slide bar 

without elaborate cleaning between successive runs.     Such cleaning 

was kept to a minimum In practice,   to minimize the risk of contamina- 

tion.     The transfer chamber helped considerably,   and the use of 

pyrolytic graphite has further alleviated the problem. 
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Another significant improvement in the present system results 

from optimizing the gas flow pattern in the growth chamber.     Provision 

had been made to introduce both hydrogen and nitrogen into the input 

side of the tube without interference with each other.     The tube is 

evacuated from the extension transfer chamber so that no gas is ever 

allowed to flow from the tail end to the front.    Provision was also 

made to supply an independent input of nitrogen to the transfer tube so 

that it could be filled and evacuated without having to disturb the flow 

through the main growth chamber. 

Apart from using pyrolytic graphite as the slide bar material, 

the geometry of the melt walls were altered to minimize the travel of 

:he slide bar during the wiping operation.    The construction also 

enabled better registration of the melt cavity with the substrate posi- 

tion,   permitting more uniform growth over the whole substrate,   and 

eliminated problems due to uneven growth at the edges of the substrate. 

The results are shown in the smooth layers shown in Fig.   IV-1. 

More than a dozen layers v/ore grown using the pyrolytic 

graphite slide bar assembly.     The characteristics of the layer are 

shown in Table IV-1.     The values of thickness of layers obtained Is 

proof of the reproducibility of the process.     Thickness control is an 

essential consideration in the fabrication of single mode waveguides. 

The quality of the layer can be seen from the carrier concentration, 

(10     /cm   ),   and mobilities in excess of 4000 cm   /V-s obtained for the 

epitaxial layers.    Since the slide bar method suffers from a large 

surface-to-volume ratio for the melt in the well,   this has to be con- 

sidered an exceptionally low level of inpurlty,   and the mobility value 

Is a strong Indication of the low degree of compensation In the layer. 

It may be worth mentioning that when graphite containers were used, 

the first layers obtained show some compensation presumably due to 

surface Impurities.     After a series of runs are made with the same 

graphite piece,  the layers stabilized to an "undoped"  characteristic as 

shown In our present series. 
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Figures IV-2 and IV-3 give a representation of the electron 

microprobe profile of the layers for aluminum concentration.     Fig- 

ure IV-2 is a profile of the surface and gives an idea of the variation 

of aluminum concentration inherent to the growth process in our sys- 

tem.     This should be compared with the layers made in our early 

experiment using the old growth system and slide bar assembly.     The 

variation in aluminum concentration has been reduced from   ± 15% to ±6%. 

Figure IV-3 is a graphical representation of the aluminum 

concentration profile in the cross  section of the beveled layer.     Prob- 

lems of accurate determination of the profile are complicated by the 

very thin layers involved.     The measurement was made somewhat 

more convenient by using a beveled  layer with 1° angle.     The main 

difficulty is that the shallow angle makes the region,   close to the 

junction,   very thin and hence the electron beam penetration,   even 

with low energy,   goes beyond the epitaxial layer.    Since the volume 

element seen by the electron beam encompasses an aluminum-free 

region,   corrections have to be made to i      ain the true concentration 

in the epitaxial layer only.     The definition of the junction is also some- 

what difficult by a simple examination of the x-ray scattering data. 

To overcome this problem we decided to start from the surface 

of the layer at the other end of the bevel and work toward the junction, 

since the thickness of the layer is independently verifiable.     In this 

procedure,   the complication arises due to the processing steps 

involved.    When the bevel is finished it has to be etched chemically to 

remove the mechanically damaged surface.     The etch results  in a 

rounding of the edges of the bevel,   making it difficult to pinpoint the 

top surface of the epitaxial layer during microprobe analysis.     We 

resorted to depositing a thin layer of gold on the top surface before 

beveling to avoid this problem.    It can be seen from the results that 

for thicknesses in the range of Z to 3 |jm,   the slide bar method can 

produce layers which do not have too severe a gradient in aluminum 

concentration. 
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Such measurements are of special significance since we have 

been able to demonstrate that the epitaxial layer of (GaAl)As grown on 

GaAs can be used as a waveguide.     The result is to be expected if,   at 

the junction,   aluminum concentration is highest and then drops off 

toward the surface; the decreasing aluminum concentration will be 

reflected in an increasing refractive index in the layer from the junc- 

tion to the surface.     Figure IV-4 shows the transverse intensity dis- 

tribution of 1. 15 pm light being transmitted through such a guide. 

Since the graded layer is easy to grow,   because of the high segrega- 

tion coefficient of aluminum during growth from sohu'on,   we decided 

to study waveguiding characteristics as a function of the aluminum 

profile. 

About a dozen layers of (GaAl)As were grown using the new 

pyrolytic graphite assembly and the improved growth chamber men- 

tioned in the previous paragraphs.     These experiments have helped 

define the growth parameters and processing procedures necessary to 

optimize layer growth at ~800oC.     Using these as a guide,   a few 

double layers of (GaAl)As also were grown.    An example of such a 

layer is shown in Fig.   IV-5.     The main improvement over the previous 

layers is in two aspects.    (1)  We obtained enough growth data to make 

"reproducible" layers with well defined aluminum concentration and 

(2) the use of the pyrolytic graphite assembly made the wiping opera- 

tion at the end of each growth smooth,   resulting in a scratch-free 

interface and top surface.     Both of these are essential tor waveguiding 

applications. 

B. Infinite Melt Liquid Epitaxy 

Using the infinite melt technique,   a series of layers of 

(Ga       Al   )As were grown with increasing aluminum concentration 
1 -x     x 

from a melt maintained in our equipment fo r a period of over two 

months.     The layers grown varied m aluminum concentration from 

4 to 40% in x,   the region of interest to integrated optics.      The charac- 

teristics of the layers were studied in detail; the results demonstrate 
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2957-7 

Fig.   IV-5.     A  double   layer  of  Gai.yAlyAt/ 
Ga-|_xAlxAs   grown  on  GaAs.     Scale 
is   2  pm/div.     LEPI   No.   127. 
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the versatility and capability of the growth system that we have 

perfected. 

We have given above a detailed description of the use of the 

infinite melt epitaxial system and the growth of (GaAl)As using Al  O, 

crucibles.     The films obtained had a carrier concentration of 

2x10      /cm    or higher.     The layers had a slight orange-peel 

appearance,   especially when viewed under proper lighting.    Since the 

carrier concentration was higher than what we normally obtain for 
14 3 GaAs using quartz crucibles (-10      /cm   ) wo decided to improve the 

growth system to eliminate all possible air leaks.    We also proceeded 

to clean the aluminum oxide crucible more carefully,   including a 

gallium soak to clean the aluminum oxide. 

The new growth system proved to be very satisfactory.     It has 

a larger d'ameter growth chamber that can house an aluminum oxide 

crucible v/ithin a quartz crucible.      The drive for rotating the seed has 

been   .-efined '■o permit very slow speeds of less than a rotation per 

minute and the temperature programmer is capable of cooling the 

melt at the raie of C. 1   /min.    Starting with a melt of approximately 

250 g of Ga saturated with GaAs,  a series of runs was performed to 

grow (GaAl)As of increasing aluminum concentration. 

The resul'     of the infinite melt growth series are shown ;n 

Table IV-2.     After a few initial runs to  remove the effects of the uowly 

cleaned tube,   the layers stabili/.ed in their characteristics to give a 
14 3 

carrier concentration below the 10      /cm    with good mobility and verv 

smooth surfaces.      Fin was added to bring the level of doping to  1 0      / 
3 

cm   ,   and it was gratifying to find the measured doping le\ (d to match 

what would be expected from the segregation coefficient of tin in GaAs 

solution.     After the addition of I in,   a series of growth runs were made 

with addition of aluminum every few days to increase the aluminum 

concentral ion.     The Ga,     A'   As grown covered tht- aluminum roncen- 
1 - x     x        0 

tratlon  range of x        0. 04 to x        0. 4,   which is of special interest 

for Integrated optics. 
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Several facts can be seen easily from the data in the table. 

The carrier concentration stayed very uniform and reproducible over 

a period of about 1 month,   while aluminum concentration was being 

progressively increased.     The quality of the layers,   as given by the 

Hall measurements,   was consistent with what should be expected.     The 

layer quality as evidenced by surface examination and study of the 

cleaved edges  is uniform,   smooth,   and defect-free.     The absorption 

clge measured for the (GaAUAs agrees with that calculated 1 rom the 

aluminum concentration obtained by the electron microprobe.     These 

results are very significant and provide the capability of the infinite 

melt technique to produce layers that have the quality necessary for 

large area substrates for integrated optics applications. 

One other noteworthy improvement was achieved using the 

improved seed rotation capability built into the new system.    It had 

been observed,   when the GaAs layere were grown with the seed sta- 

tionary,   that the surface has submicron contour lines at the surface. 

These appear to be growth features caused by a steady-state pattern 

in the melt that results in a growth variation at various points on the 

substrate surface.     In the case of (GaAl)As,   this is further aggra- 

vated by a slight orange-peel effect.    We introduced the rotation of 

the seed as a way to eliminate static conditions in the melt and also 

to avoid any possible depletion of aluminum at the growth front due to 

the high segregation coefficient of aluminum.     The layers obtained 

with the seed rotation have smooth surfaces with no contour lines. 

A study of the cleaved cross section indicates that the variation of 

thickness in a 1-in.   long substrate is also reduced below the 10% that 

normally is observed on a nonrotated substrate. 

With the improvements described in the previous paragraphs, 

the infinite melt system is capable of producing excellent (GaAl)As 
2 

layers of over 6 cm    with good control of thickness,   carrier concen- 

tration and surface finish.     The next step is to design a multicrucible 

system that can grow several layers  in succession. 
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Some electron microprobe measurements have been made on 

the (üaAl)As layers grown by the infinite melt method. The results 

are shown in Figs.   IV-6 and IV-7. 

It can be seen from Fig.   IV-6 that the surfaces variation of 

aluminum concentration is ~5 to 6% for samples 41 and 61.    Neglecting 

one or two extreme po i ts in each case,   the variation is even less, 

«±2 to 3%.     This is well within the errors of measurement using the 

microprobe for the type of surface Involved.    When the slide bar 

epitaxial layer is thin enough and the central areas of the layer are 

examined we see that these layers are almost as good as the infinite 

melt layers.     However,   the variations are more random and the elec- 

trical properties in Tables IV-1  and IV-2 show the difference in quality 

even in these cases. 

Figure IV-6 shows the variation of aluminum concentration on 

a bevel without the corrections mentioned in the previous section for 

the junction region.     Tue bevel in this case is a 3    one,   however,   and 

this reduces the error,   and the profile is more amenable to measure- 

ment.    It is interesting to note thai within the limits of the technique 

the infinite melt technique can produce 50 \im thick layers with an 

almost invariant aluminum concenlration in the cross section of the 

layer.    If we compare the mersurements with our previous ones,   the 

present samples are seen to have a smoother profile.     This comes pri- 

marily from using a larger melt and also including rotation of the sub- 

strate at a controlled rate during growth.     The results support our 

thesis that good substrate layers of (GaAl)As,   with compositional uni- 

formity and homogeneity and with smooth surfaces,   can be produced 

by the infinite melt technique.     These substrates can be used for 

monolithic technology in integrated optics,   a necessary step if the 

full benefits of the new field are to be realized.     The quality of the 

layers is further emphasized by the excellent bulk properties shown 

in Table IV-2 for impurity concentrations and carrier mobTities. 
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In summary,   a significant achievement during this period was 

the progressive improvement of our understanding of the relationship 

between the layer growth parameters (such as the temperature cycle 

for growth,   the surface preparation prior to epitaxy,   and the role of 

supersaturation of the source melt) and the heturojunction character- 

istics.    By studying the electron microprobe data on Al concentration 

in the epilayer,   we were able to optimize the growth parameters to 

produce a series of layers with aluminum concentrations  ranging from 

0 to 20% (atomic) in aluminum.    In parallel with achieving this contro1 

oxer composition,  we also optimized the processing of the substrates to 

yield good even heterojunctions and surfaces to permit efficient optical 

waveguiding.    At the end of the second phase we were in a position to pro- 

duce (GaAl)As epitaxial layers with optical attenuation coefficients of 

)roximately 1 cm"1 matching the state of the art in the literature. 

In ^ne third phase of the program we have succeeded in fine 

tuning the epitaxial layer growth techniques to improve layer perfec- 

tion and aluminum profile control to reduce the attenuation to less 

than 0.2 cm"1  and produce large area layers that provide waveguides 

of larger dimensions to permit optical loss measurements to be made 

more accurately.     The details of the program in the various areas of 

epitaxial growth are given in the next section. 

appi 
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v. MATERIALS GROWTH PHASE III - OPTIMIZATION 

A. Limited Melt Liquid Epitaxy 

The major emphasis during the last seven months has been on 

improving the limited melt techniques.     We have investigated three 

growth temperatures to grow the (GaADAs layers - 880oC,   840oC, 

and 800  C.     fable V-l  gives the growth data.    It can be seen from 

the table that the rate of the growth of the layer increases at the 

higher temperature and the aluminum concentration in the layer goes 

down.     The aluminum concentration is affected by the segregation 

coefficient of aluminum from a gallium solution; the coefficient 

decreases between 800° ar ! 880°,   so that at the higher temperature 

the layers are ~50"i, lower in aluminum concentration when the growth 

solutions have the same concentrations.     The lowe" temperature of 

growth has  some advantages.     First,   the growth rates are slower and 

all  reactivities,   including that of aluminum,   are lower; hence prob- 

lems due to low level ambient impurities  in the growth system are 

reduced.     Second,   spurious nucleation and dendritic growth in and 

arounr  the substrates due to high energy nucleation sites  is  reduced. 

As a result,   the epitaxial growth can be restricted to the substrate. 

Because of these advantages,   we have preferred to do mest of our 

recent work at vhe low temperature. 

The characteristics of the layers  grown are further proof of 

the differences between the two temperatures of growth (see Table V-2 

It can be seen from the data that the growth rate increases with 

increasing temperature :n a systematic fashion.     The aluminum con- 

centration in the layer,   en the other hand,   increases as the tempera- 

ture is lowered.     This is to be expected,   since the segregation 

coefficient of aluminum increases with decreasing temperature.      Then 

we see that starting with initial  melts of the same aluminum concen- 

tration,   the alaminum concentration in the grown layer goes up almost 

50% (5% to 7. 5%) with the temperature of growth dropping fr   m S80 

to 8 00OC. 
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We have characterized several of the epitaxial layers by Hall 

measurement.    It is significant that the carrier concentration in the 

grown layers increases slightly as the temperature of growth is 

reduc jd.     This is somewhat contrary to what would be normally 

expected,   since one would expect the reactivities of all components in 

the system to be lower at the lower temperature.     However,   this fac- 

tor is outweighed by a separate consideration; the slide bar method 

has a large surface-to-volume ratio for the reactive melt.     Under 

operating conditions,   apparently,   there are enough n-type impurities 

normally present in the system ai.d "he melt tends to produce n-type 

layers.     With long hold times at somewhat elevated  temperatures, 

these impurities can be driven out and the impurity concentration 

reduced.    We have confirmed such a possibility using our infinite 

melt system.    It is the presence of these residual impurities in the 

system that cause the n-type characteristics of the epitaxial layer. 

It is obvious from this point of view that at elevated temperature the 

n-type impurities will be reduced and a lower carrier concentration 

will result. 

Early in this optimization phase of our program we observed 

waveguiding in single layers of (GaAl)As grown on GaAs.    Since they 

were grown on GaAs which has a higher refractive index,  we had to 

assume that the confinement of the wave was due to high aluminum con- 

centration at the heterojunction.    We therefore instituted a detailed in- 

vestigation of the aluminum concentration in the cross section of the 

grown layer using the electron microprobe    paying particular attention 

to the concentration in the region of the GaAs-(GaAl)As interface.    To 

observe the profile in detail,  the layer was beveled at a 1    angle.    The 

bevel was examine! using an electron beam such that each step was 

effectively 0. 2 |jLm in layer cross section.    A typical profile of aluminum 

concentration obtained in this fashion for one sample (0147) is given in 

Fig.   V-l.    The aluminum peak in concentration at the heterojunction 

is clearly visible.    The peak is not clearly visible in some of the other 

pi ofiles measured,   such as that for sample (0175) in Fig.   V-2, 

because (1) the measurements must be done very carefully on samples 
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Fig.   V-l.     Al   concentration   profile  of   graded   (GaAl)As 
waveguide   sample   (0147). 
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waveguide sample (0175). 
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that are properly cleaned and etched to prevent a smearing of the 

junction when beveling is done,   and (2) since the electron beam pene- 
o 

trates about 4500 A at 7. 5 kW primary electron energy (the radiation 

used in our experiments),   the beam sees not only the epilayer,   but also 

a   jart of the GaAs substrate in the region at the heterojunction.     The 

al iminum concentration then has to he corrected to take into account 

this factor.    When this is done,  the peak should be visible in the 

samples where waveguiding occurs. 

The electron microprobe data for the low temperature (804  C) 

layers show a somewhat greater gradation than the early higher tem- 

perature ones.    Since the waveguiding is not adversely affected by the 

graded nature,   we have not attempted to smooth out the profile. 

B. Double Layers of (GaAUAs 

Sin je a single layer of (GaAUAs was sufficient to permit wave- 

guiding,   most of the optical experiments described in this  report 

were conducted using single layers.    However,   we felt it would be 

desirable to grow some double 1   yers with the second layer having 

higher aluminum concentration than the first.    Such a procedure 

should permit the confinement of the wave between the high aluminum 

concentration region at the GaAs-(GaAl)As interface described before 

and the lower refractive index-high aluminum concentration top layer. 

We have determined that,  when properly made,  the top GaAs-(GaAl)As 

interface provides a better confining surface kh&n a (GaADAs-air interface. 

An example of the properties of layers grown in this fashion is given 

in Table V-3,  and the electron microprobe data for a typical sample 

(0171) are shown in Fig.   V-3. 

C. Infinite Melt  Liquid Epitaxy 

In previous  reports we have described our infinite melt 
Z 

epitaxial system in detail.     Large area (GaAl)As layers of >4 cm 

have been grown by the technique with aluminum concentrations up to 
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rotating mirror to produce a real time display of optical power density 

versus distance (y) transverse to the waveguide.    Figure VI-3 is such 

a display for a single layer (GaAl)As waveguide with  a thickness of 

6 \im.    In this case only a single TE mode was propagating in the wave- 

guide.    The complete experimental setup is more eleaborate than 
o 

the basic system shown in Fig.   VI-1  and includes two 6328 A He-Ne 

lasers for alignment,   a lens and Polaroid camera for photographing 

the image converter output,   and an optical microscope for viewing the 

sample.    Alignment of the waveguide and the focusing lens is accom- 

plished by means of three micropositioner mounts shown in Fig.  VI-4. 

The micropositioners are capable of x-y-z linear motion,   rotation and 

tilt. 

A Tropel piezoelectric micrometer head allows extremely 

accurate control of linear motion (a mechanically adjustable range of 

Z. 5 cm with an electrical fine adjustment of 4 |j.m at a rate of 

0. 004 |Jim/V). 

Attenuation in a waveguide can be determined by coupling to 

waveguides of different length and measuring the optical output from 

the waveguides.    This procedure yields a curve of relative transmis- 

sion versus waveguide length such as that shown in Fig.   VI-5,  which 

was measured for waveguides cleaved from sample 0175.    The 

attenuation coefficient a is calculated from the slope of the curve 

according to the relation 

a   = 

In 

X2 " Xl 

where P    and P    are the relative emitted optical powers from wave- 

guides of length X.  and X? (X?  > X,).    The fact that the points lie on 

a straight line as in Fig.  VI-5 indicates that the coupling coefficient 

remained constant from waveguide 'o waveguide.    (The departure 

from linearity at lengths greater than 5 mm for fhe data shown was 

caused by aperturing and is not related to waveguide loss.) 
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Fig.   VI-3.      Waveguided   light   in   a   graded   (GaAl)As 
1ayer. 
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Fig. VI-4.  Micrometer adjusted alignment fixtures 
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x   S 0. 5 for integrated optics applications.     The original idea was to 

use these for substrates for monolithic integrated circuits.     The 

quality and characteristics of the layers have been found to be eminently 

suitable for this application.    Since the single layers grown by limited 

melt slide bar technique were found to be suitable for waveguiding,   we 

felt it would be desirable to try similar experiments with our infinite 

melt layers.     Cleaved pieces of the layers were accordingly fabricated. 

The samples used and their characteristics are described in Table V-3. 

It has been shown that they are capable of guiding.    This suggests new 

approaches which may simplify the technology for producing integrated 

optics devices in some cases.    It may be unnecessary to grow a second 

laver of Ca..       Al   As on a layer of a different aluminum concentration 7 (l-y)    y 
Ga Al  As for several simple device assemblies.    Instead by 

(1-x)     x 
using alternative techniques of etching,  masking,  diffusion and ion 

implantation presently available,   simple circuit assemblies can be 

fabricated on single layers of (GaAllAs that are easily grown by our 

infinite melt technique on GaAs substrates.    We intend to pursue this 

approach in our future plans. 

In summary we have grown (GaAl)As layers of GaAs by both 

limited melt and infinite melt epitaxy and demonstrated that both 

methods are capable of producing layers of adequate quality for inte- 

grated optics application.    Single layers of (GaAl)As grown on GaAs 

are shown to provide good confinement and hence act as waveguides 

with acceptable characteristics for use in device fabrication,   and a 

model has beer postulated to explain the confinement in a single layer 

of (GaAl)As grown on GaAs. 

D. The Two-Liquid Epitaxial Techniques:   A Critique 

A critique of the two methods — limited melt and infinite melt - 

would be instructive in the light of our experience and results. 

The limited melt technique has advantages fo-' feasibility 

studies since it uses small melts that can be discarded after each 

growth,   and experiments can be conducted in a short time to prove 
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research teasitnlity for various devices.    However,   its use is 

severely limited by the large surface  to-volume ratio of the growth 

matrix that minimize purity of the layer that can be grown.    We see 

that the 10     /cm    is a realistic level of background impurities that 

can easily be obtained,   although by careful handling and long-heating 
15 3 

cycles the level could be reduced to ~5 x 10     /cm   ,     Problem.- of 

purity are especially severe when corrosive elements such as alumi- 

num have to be used. 

In ppplications where the impurity levels of this magnitude are 

satisfactory,   the method still has other disadvantages.    Since there is 

no easy way to stir the melt to cause homogeneity,   the melt never 

really reaches a totally homogeneous condition.     Rather,   it establishes 

a certain concentration profile in the melt volume over the source 

w; fer that is  conditioned by the temperature and the time for which the 

melt is allowed to homogenize largely by diffusion.     The geometry of 

the well and its location in the slide bar as well as the temperature 

cycle all influence the rate at which the homogenization occurs. 

Since GaAs and aluminum have different mixing characteristics with 

gallium,   the exact nature of the melt with all three components is even 

less fully predictable.     By using Ingonloui techniques,   such as placing 

source materials on top and bottom of the melt and cycling tempera- 

tures,   improved mixing can be promoted.     Ultimately,   howe\ er,   the 

optimum procedure has to be purely empirically established for a 

specific goal and "reproducibility" of the system is purely operational 

and not theoretically predictable on a simple model.     Thus we see in 

our own experiments we use a sourc ! saturation of the me't for a certain 

number of hours,   a fixed cycle for growth and we end up with layers 

which are comparable in properties. 

Even if we were to fully homogenize the melt,   problems arise 

when we move it over to the substrate to start growth.    At this point 

aluminum,   for example,   tends to segregate into the grown layer 

depleting the melt immediately above it.     This results in a lower con- 

centration in the layer grown subsequently.     The aluminum now has to 

1J1 



be supplied to the melt from regions farther away and the profile in 

the epitaxial layer would be determined by the segregation coefficient 

and the ability of the melt to replenish the aluminum as growth pro- 

gresses. Needless to say, combination of the considerations above 

limits layer growth with controlled properties within certain ranges 

to be established for each system as a function of the components 

involved and the geometry of the slide bar. 

The arguments above can be clearly seen by looking at some 

typical examples.    In Table V-l,   sample 190 was grown from a melt 

saturated with GaAs for 60 hours at growth temperature.    It used up 

almost all the source (-0.3 g).    In the other experiments at the same 

temperature,   samples 175 to 189,   the saturation times were only 4 hours, 

the source was used up only -50% and yet the growth parameters and 

layer properties are almost identical.    The amount of GaAs necessary 

to saturate the 5 g gallium used is about 0. 35 g as ascertained from the 

values in the literature as well as from our own experiments in the 

infinite melt system. 

The infinite molt system overcomel most of those problems, 

since the growth matrix can be maintained uniform with predictable 

properties.     Large area layers with controlled characteristics can be 

grown with a minimum of effort.     The main disadvantage  is the lack 

of flexibility in the parameters of the system.    When a large melt is 

made up to a specification,   prior experiments must already have pro- 

vided a good indication of the composition to start,   since otherwise it 

may be difficult to change the melt easily.    However,   if the melt is 

made up for a specific application,   it will yield reproducible layers 

with a minimum of   ime and effort and with very good homogeneity 

and crystal perfection. 

The best combination would then seem to be the ability to use 

the two techniques in a complementary fashion.     The limited melt 

epitaxy should be used for preliminary experimentation to establish 

optimum composition,   impurity levels and temperatures of operation. 

These should be later refined and put on a sound basis to grow 
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reproducible layers with controlled properties from the infinite melt 

system.    We have demonstrated in the case of the integrated optics 

field such a procedure is fully consistent with practical demands of 

waveguide fabrication. 
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VI. OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE EVALUATION 

Measurements of the chemical and electrical properties of 

(GaAl)As layers grown under this program,  which have been described 

in the previous sections,   have demonstrated that the layers have Al 

concentration profiles and low carrier concentrations as desired for 

optical waveguides.    However the final test of thei1- suitability lies in 

actually using them as waveguides for light of the desired wavelength. 

Therefore,  the optical waveguiding properties of (GaAl)As layers grown 

under this program have been measured and evaluated with respect to 

mode shape and attenuation.    To facilitate measurements a He-Ne laser 

source (\ =  1. 15 |j.m) was used.    This collimated source can be easily 

coupled to the waveguide under test by directly focusing the beam onto 

a cleaved   end face of the sample.    (The focused spot si^e was approxi- 

mately 5 jim. )   Although all of our measurements were made with 

1.15 lam light the results can be easily extrapolated to the 0. 85 (im 

wavelength emitted by a (GaAl)As diode such as would be used in an opti- 

cal integrated circuit.    The Al concentration in all of the samples tested 

was sufficient (x > 10%) to displace the absorption edge to shorter 

wavelength so that there is little difference between absorption at 

1. 15 urn and that expected at 0.85 fim. 

The basic experimental setup used to determine waveguided 

optical mode shape or power density distribution and optical attenuation 

is diagrammed in Fig.   VI-1 and shown in the photograph of Fig.   VI-2. 

The He-Ne laser source (\ ■ 1. 15 urn) is coupled to the waveguide 

undergoing evaluation by focusing the beam onto a cleaved face of the 

sample with a microscope objective lens.    A second lens of this type 

is used to image the output face of the sample alternatively onto 

either an image converter tube for visual observation of the guided 

mode or onto a rotating plane mirror for quantitative measurements. 

This rotating mirror scans the image of the optical mode across a 

slit-masked Ge detector.    The signal from the detector is amplified 

and monitored on an oscilloscope with its sweep synchronized with the 
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Optical mode shape and attenuation has been measured and 

evaluated for a number of the waveguiding layers  produced under this 

program.    Consider first the case of single layer (GaAl)As waveguides 
on GaAs substrates. 

A single layer of Ga(1_x)AlxAs on top of a GaAs substrate would 

not support a guided mode under the usual conditions.    That is,   if the 

index of refraction in the guiding layer were a constant,  guided modes 

would -lot exist because of the higher index of the substrate.    However, 

by exploiting a gradient and peak in Al concentration,   and the resulting 

gradient and dip in the index,   optical waveguiding can be obtained. 

We have observed optical waveguiding in such graded Ga Al  As 
(I-x)     x 

waveguides that were grown both by the limited melt slidebar method, 

and by the infinite melt method.    The details of the growth process 

have been described in previous sections of this report.    Because of 

the high segregation coefficient of Al -50 and the nature of the limited 

melt growth technique a peak of very high Al concentration is created 

at the interface with the GaAs substrate.    In addition to this,  because 

of the high segregation coefficient the Al grows more rapidly than Ga 

thus depleting the melt and causing a gradient in Al concentration 

decreasing as one moves toward the surface.    (Al concentration pro- 

files for two typical-samples 0147 and 0175 were shown in Figs.   V-l 

and V-2. )   The peak in Al concentration was observed in one sample. 

No.   0147,   although microprobe analysis has not observed similar 

peaks in other samples,   implying that the thickness is somewhat 

below our resolution of -2500 A,  as explained in Section V.    The l/e 

depth of the electric field for the first order mode in a region of very 

high AlAs concentration -100%,  is -1000 A.      Thus a high Al concen- 

tration peak of 2000 A thickness could be sufficient for good optical 

confinement of low order modes.    The theoretically expected index of 

refraction profiles for these two samples are .«hown in Figs.   VI-6 

and VI-7.    The index profiles were calculated using the Sellmeier 

equation (see Section 1.) based on the Al concentration profile data of 

Figs.   V-l  and V-2.     Becau  9 of the graded index profiles one would 
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Fig.   VI-6.     Index   of   refraction   in   (GaAl)As  waveguide,   sample   (0147) 
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Fig.   VI-7.      Index   of   refraction   in   (GaAl)As   waveguide,   sample  0175 
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expect these layers to function as waveguides.     The experimentally 

measured mode profiles for these samples are shown in  Figs.   VI-8 

and VI-9.     In addition to determining the optical mode profile in these 

samples we alto measured the optical attenuation coefficients.     The 

loss coefficient in sample 0147 was 

o 1. I cm 

while in sample 0175 we measured 

a   =   0. 2 cm 
-1 

(The loss measurement data  [or sample 0175 are shown in Fig.   VI-5.) 

The major reason for the greater loss in sample 0147 is that  it 

had an overgrowth while sample 0175 did not.    This overgrowth is an 

additional graded layer,   several microns thick,   caused by a fast freeze 

of refined melt due to insufficient wiping.    Additional loss is introduced 

b\  the overgrowth layer because it reduces the index of refraction 

difference at the interface with the guiding layer from what it would 

be for air allowing light to penetrate into the rough,   spotty,   lossy 

overgrowth.    The effect of the overgrowth was clearly demonstrated 

in the ease of one sample 0151 which was only partially covered by an 

overgrowth.    In the region which had no overgrowth losses were mea- 

sured to be  cv = 0. 5 cm"    while in the region where the overgrowth 

was present losses were inc reased to a = 5. 0 cm     .    Ry eliminating the 

overgrowth problems and improving surface quality losses can probahly 

be reduced very close to the limit of free carrier absorption. 

A theoretical value for the free carrier absorption in these 

sample? with n < 10     /cm    may be calculated by the method of Haughton 
7 - I and Smith    yielding a value of o s 0.03 cm     ,  while an estimate has 
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sample   0147. 
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8 1 been made based on experimental data by Dumke    yielding  a = 0. 1 cm"   . 

We have measured losses approaching this value,   as can be seen by 

referring to the data of Table VI-1,  which summarizes the loss data 

for the samples that have been described. 

Another possible loss may be encountered because of the evanes- 

cent f:eld being non zero in the substrate.     If the field is large enough in 

this region light will be coupled out of the guide and be lost in the 

substrate.    However for the low order modes of all guides which we 

have grown by the limited melt technique the evanescent field is com- 

pletely negligible in the substrate. 

One method for avoiding overgrowth problems is to grow a 

capping layer of (GaAl)As on top of the waveguiding layer. The Al 

concentration should be higher in the capping layer than in the wave- 

guiding layer in order to confine the waveguided mode. The Al con- 

centration profile for such a capping layer (sample 0171) is shown in 

Fig. V-3, and the techniques used to produce the double layer struc- 

ture have been described in that section.    The calculated index of 

TABLE VI-1 

Optical Losses in (GadljAs Single (Graded) 
Layer Waveguides 

Sample Al Concentration, Thickness, Attenuation      . 
No. Atomic   % fJUTl Coefficient,  cm 

147 4.5 14 1. 1 

151 5 4 0.5 no over- 
growth 
5. 0 w/5 jjim 
overgrowth 

175 15 7 0. 17 

T1503 
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refraction profile for sample 0171 based on the Al concentration data is 

shown in Fig.  VI- 10.    This sample performed well as an optical wave- 

guide with light being guided in the n = 3. 37 0 layer at 4 to 9 ^m depth« 

One is forced to conclude that a peak in Al concentration (dip in index 

of refraction) must have been present at the 9 iJ.m depth interface 

with the substrate,   for otherwise optical confinement would not have 

occurred.    However because of limited resolution of the electron beam 

microprobe,   as explained earlier in this  report,   a layer of high Al 
o 

concentration less than 2500 A thick would not be detectable. 

As was described in Section V of this report,   single layer 

GaAlAs waveguides have also been fabricated from samples with a 

graded Al concentration profile which were grown by the infinite melt 

technique.    The optical mode profile for a sample of this type is shown 

in Fig.   VI- 11.    It is a multimode profile,   indicating that a substantial 

Al concentration peak must be present at the GaAs-(GaAl)As interface. 

These single layer (GaAl)As waveguides grown by the infinite melt 

rr ethod were produced late in the program.    Thus loss coefficients were 

nut measured.    However,  the fact that siich waveguides can be made by 

this method is important because the infinite melt method can be user! 

to grow uniform epitaxial layers on wafers several centimeters in 

diameter.    Wafers of this size would be suitable for optical integrated 

circuit fabrication. 
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Fig.   VI-10.     Index   of   refraction   in   (GaAl)As  waveguide, 
sample  0171. 
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VII.        DEVICE ANALYSIS AND FABRICATION TECHNIQUES 

A. Proton-Implanted Waveguide Detectors in GaAs and (GaAl)As 

!• Analysis of Proton-Implanted Integrated 
Waveguide/Detect or 

One of the device elements of an optical integrated 

circuit that is of particular interest to us is the integrated waveguide/' 

detector.    A fundamental problem in the fabrication of this device is 

that of wavelength incompatibility.    An integral detector formed in a 

waveguide which transmits light of a certain wavelength with low loss 

will generally have an extremely low quantum efficiency because the 

bandgap will be,   of necessity,  too large to allow substantial interband 

absorption.    Under a Company-funded program we have used proton 

bombardment to locally shift the absorption edge of GaAs to a longer 

wavelength in the active volume of the detector.    Thus,   we have been 

able to fabricate integrated waveguide/detectors in GaAs.    This work 

has  recently been published and a reprint of the paper is included as 

Appendix R of this  report.    Since this technique appears useful in the 

case of (GaAl)As waveguides as well,   we have evaluated the theoretically 

projected performance of a proton-implanted detector as part of the 

work done under this contract.    Experimental data compiled in the 

Company-funded research program (Appendix B) were used in the 

evaluation.    Experimental fabrication and evaluation of proton- 

bombarded waveguide/detectors in (GaAl)As layers grown at HRL 

also have been accomplished under this contract and are described 

in Section VI-A-2. 

Figure VII-1 depicts the device geometry.    In the case of the 

GaAs waveguide detectors the optical waveuuiding structure consisted 

of a 3.5 ij.m thick n-type (S-doped,   n = 2.8 x 10lb cm'   ) epitaxial film 

grown on a degenerate n-iype substrate (n   : 1,25 x 10      cm"   ).    Good 

optical confinement  for the guide thickness used resulted from the 

guide-substrate refractive index discontinuity generated by the plasma 

Preceding page blank 
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PROTON-GENERATED 
DEFECT CENTERS 

I 15 ^tm  LIGHT IN 

Al SCHOTTKY BARRIER 
0.011 in x O.OIIIn 

2957-1 

n-TYPE GoAs EPITAXIAL GUIDE 
(nr2.8xlOl,cms) 

Au -Ge 
OHMIC 
CONTACT 

n-TYPE GoAs SUBSTRATE 
(n= 1.25x10" cm'3) 

Fig. VII-l.  Proton-implanted integrated optical detector 
device geometry. 
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depression effect; prior to implantation,  optical attenuation at 1. 15 jam 

was measured to be  1. 3 cm      and could be accounted for by consider- 

ation of free carrier substrate penetration losses.     The aluminum 

Schottky barrier was  11 mil square. 

The principle of operation  of the detector is similar to that of 

conventional p-n or p-i-n junction photodetectors.    Upon the application 

of a reverse bias <.^ the Schottky barrier,   a depletion layer is produced 

which,   given sufficient reverse bias,   extends across that high 

resistivity waveguiding layer to the lower resistivity substrate.    Any 

dipole transitions made possible by radiation-produced detect levels 

then generate free carriers which are swept out of the depletion layer, 

thereby causing current to flow through an external circuit,    Th« situ- 

ation is depicted schematically in Fig.   VII-Z.     By ensuring that the 

radiation-induced damage extends over most of the waveguiding layer 

and by choosing epitaxial material of high purity (in order to allow the 

idest possible depletion region),  niaximum detector efficiency can be 

obtained over a given intei action length. 

When illuminated,   as shown in Fig,   VII-1,   by a Spectra Physics 

model 120 He-Ne laser emitting 0.75 MW of optical power at   1.15 fj.m, 

a particular (typical) detector generated a current of approximately 

1. 5 x 10      A when biased to near reverse breakdown voltage.    Hence, 

the number of electrons swept out of the depletion layer per second 

v. 

was 

e   = 
1.5 x 10" 

1.60Z x 10 -19 
14 / =   0.935 x 10      electrons/s. 

In this integral waveguide/detector the waveguide was implanted with 

3 00 keV protons,  the total integrated flux of which was Z x 10       cm     . 

The sample was then annealed at 500  C for 30   nin in order to allow 

some optical transmission through the damaged waveguide; residual, 
_ i 

defect-associated losses were measured to be ^l^ cm      based on a 

comparison of the optical attenuation before and after Implantation and 
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CONDUCTION BAND 

EMPTY DEFECT 
LEVELS 

--"^-_7^_ JnT   FERMI LEVEL 

2997-2 

FILLED DEFECT 
LEVELS 

Fig.   VII-2. 

► n-TYPE 
SUBSTRATE 

Princinle of operation of integrated optical 
detector:  Unon the application of a reverse 
bias (V) electrons liberated by transitions 
labeled A and B are swept out of depletion 
layer d resulting in the flow of current. 
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annealing.    The Schottky barrier was 8 mil from the waveguide input 

face.    Thus,  taking the output power of the laser to be 0. 75 MW and the 

overall waveguide insertion loss to be 50% (including both reflection 

at the input face,  30%,   and waveguide mode coupling loss,   20%) and 

assuming that the entire guided beai i passed under the Schottky barrier 

in question,  the number of photons per second that were lost while 

traversing the detector is given by 

p  ,   (0.75 x 10"3)(0.5) exp(-15x0.0025x8)1 1 - exp(-1 5 x 0.00Z5 x 11)] 

(1.0S)(].602 x 10'19) 

14 5.42 x 10      photons/s. 

The internal quantum efficiency of the detector was,  therefore, 

(F)X 100 17% . 

Two factors probably contributed to this relatively low quantum 

efficiency,   namely,   dissipative absorption and incomplete layer deple- 

tion.    Calorimetric absorption measurements made by Stein     indicate 

that essentially all of the optical attenuation observed in proton 

implanted GaAs can be attributed to absorption rather than diffuse 

scattering.    However,  Stein's   measurements cannot distinguish between 

absorption which generates a carrier and absorption resulting from 

dissipative centers such as the microscopic metallic inclusions reported 

by McNichols in neutron bombarded GaAs. Calculations made by 
9 

Stein     indicate that possibly as much as 60% of the total bombardment 

induced absorption at  1. 15 (am wavelength could be attributed to dissi- 

pative absorption and scattering,  with only the remaining 40% resulting 

in the promotion of trapped electrons to the conduction band.    This 

effect would impose a fundamental limit to the quantum efficiency of a 

proton-implanted detector,  but the 60% value calcu'ated by Stein is a 
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"worst  case" estimate and,  in any case,  the effect diminishes at 

wavelengths closer to the band edge wavelength.    For example,  based 

on Stein' s calculation the dissipative absorption would be at most 
45% of the total at  1. 0 \un, 

A second factor action to reduce quantum efficiency is incom- 

plete layer depletion.    The residual free carrier concentration in the 

implanted waveguide being presently considered,   as determined by 

the capacitance-voltage technique,   was found to be =2.8 x 1016 cm"3, 

or approximately the original pre-implantation value.    As a result, 

the width of the depletion layer (for a reverse bias of 30 V) was only 

Z.9 [s.m,   compared with the waveguide thickness of 3.5 ^m.    Calcula- 

tions based on optical mode shape indicate that,  under these circum- 

stances,   only approximately 90% of the electrons liberated from 

t'-apping levels are exposed to the influence of the electric field gen- 

erated within the depletion region.    This effect can,   of course,   be 

minimized by using a thinner or more lightly doped waveguide,   or 

altered proton dose/energy combination to achieve full depletion. 

The fabrication of a proton-implanted detector integrally 

within a (GaAl)Af waveguide can be accomplished by using the same 

techniques that have been applied successfully to GaAs.    Probably, 

the most useful integral waveguide/detector combination would be one 

that could function satisfactorily at a wavelength of 0. 9 \im,   and, 

hence,   could be used with a GaAs I.ED or laser source.    As   liscussed 

in Section II (summary appears in Table II-2 of that Section) tnis 

requires minimum aluminum concentrations of 7% in the waveguide 

and  1 1% in the substrate,   for single-mode propagation in a guide of 

thickness t = 2.5 ^m with attenuation = 2 cm"1.    The region in which 

the detector volume is desired would be implanted with 250 keV protons 

in a dose  10     /cm    to produce the required absorptive centers.    The 

exact distribution of the defect-associated energy states within the 

bandgap of the (GaAl)As is not known.    However,   assuming their 

spacing from the band edge scales linearly with bandgap,   one estimates 
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an absorption coefficient in the proton-implanted region of o = 5 x 10 
-1 9 cm      at 0. 9 \J-m,  based on the data measured by Stein    for GaAs. 

This implies that the length of the detector in the direction of propaga- 

tion should be at least  15 [ivn to obtain essentially total absorption. 

Again,   based on extrapolation of Stein' s GaAs data,  one would project 

that possibly as much as 40% of the total absorotion would go into 

dissipative processes rather than carrier generation.    However,   it 

should be emphasized that this percentage represents an estimated 

upper limit rather than a predicted value.     Thus,  if the carrier con- 

centration in the waveguide is kept low enough (£10      electrons/cm  ) 

that the detector volume can bo completely depleted by the reverse 

biased Schottky   diode,   all of the carriers generated will be swept out, 

giving an estimated internal qu mtum efficiency of at least 60%. 

2. Fabrication of Proton Implanted Detectors 

As part of the work done under this program the proton 

bombardment technique was used to produce for the first time an 

integrated waveguide/detector in a (GaAl)As single layer waveguide 

of the type described in Section VI.    The waveguide was a single 

layer of (GaAl)As on a silicon doped GaAs substrate (sample 0135). 

The guiding layer was similar to that of sample 0147,   having an 

aluminum concentration of 5% (atomic) and a thickness of 13 (Jim. 

Since good optical confinement was observed it is presumed that there 

was a peak in the Al concentration profile at the (GaAl)As-GaAs inter- 

face like that measured for sample (0147) (see Fig.   V-l).    However, 

all of sample (0135) was used for waveguide fabrication and none was 

left over for microprobe measurements to be made.    Optical loss 

measurements made on waveguides cleaved from sample 0135 prior 

to proton bombardment indicated an absorption coefficient at \ ~  1.15 

\xm oi o ~ 0. 2 cm     .    A 3 mm long wavegi  de cleaved from this sample 
15        2. 

was bombarded over one third of its length with a dose of 1 x 10    /cm   , 

300 keV protons.    This bombardment produced a factor of 10 increase 

in absorption (o - ?. cm      at 1. 15 (j.m) as compared to the loss observed 
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in the non bombarded region.    This absorption coefficient is relatively 

low compared with those that have been observed in similarly bombarded 

GaAs samples (-100 cm'   ).    However,   it must be remembered that an 

atomic Al concentration of 5% shifts the absorption edge in the non- 
o 

bombarded material to shorten wavelength by approximately 700 A. 

Another important factor tending to limit the change in a produced by 

bombardment in this case was that the waveguiding layer was  13 jam 

thick and the range of 300 keV protons in GaAs is only 3 [im.    Thus 

only one quarter of the thickness of the waveguiding layer would be 

affected by the proton bombardment.    To fabricate a detector structure 

like that shown in Fig.   1 of Appendix D a Schottky barrier contact was 

formed on the surface of the bombarded region.    When the device was 

reverse biased with a dc voltage of 20 V and light from the He-Ne laser 

was focused onto the cleaved end face of the waveguide nearest the 

proton bombarded region a photocurrent ~1 ^JLA was produced.    Since 

the niagnitude of the coupling loss at the cleaved end face is not known 

:t is impossible to determine a quantum efficiency for the device from 

these experiments.    However,   they have served to demonstrate that 

proton bombardment can be used to produce a monolithically coupled 

waveguide  detector in (GaAl)As as well as GaAs.    Further work is 

required to fully characterize and optimize the device.    The coupling 

loss,  and hence the quantum effic^enc/,   could be evaluated by first 

determining optical attenuation in a wavegviide  detector by successively 

shortening the waveguide and remeasuring the loss after each step. 

Then the coupling loss could be determined by measuring the input and 

output powers and subtracting waveguide attenuation loss from the total 

power loss to yield the value for the coupling loss.    We were prevented 

from making tiiis determination of quantum efficiency merely by a lack 

of time; the measurement procedure is straightforward. 

B. Analysis of Leaky Waveguides 

In a conventional confined propagation waveguide the dielectric 

constants obey 

1 JO 

  



£2 * 

€.<£,>£,.    In some cases it may be easier to fabricate a guide where 

I I <« - < C*«    This would be the case,   for example,   if layer 3 is a 

GaAs substrate while 2 is Ga,.      .Al   As (1  is air).    Such a structure is 
(1-x)     x 

inherently lossy,   since no total internr'  reflection can take place at the 

2-3 interface.    We will show below that for moderate values oft the 

"leak" loss can be reduced to a tolerable level. 

Consider the problem of propagation in the dielectric configura- 

tion oi Fig.   VII-3. 

where 

£3 > €2 > £1 '   € e  n. 
o  i 

If we assume solutions of the form 

Region I E     =  A exp [ i(h x + \z - ojt)]  x > t 

Region II E     =   |Bcos(h?x)+csin(h?x)[ exp [ily^ - tot))  0 S x  • t 

Region III        E     =   D exp[i(-h3x + yz - wt)]    x < 0 

Then it follows from the wave equation 

(12) 

k2 

i 
U)    [11. '-? (k ■ ¥) 
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Fig.   VII-3.     Diagrarri  of"  double   layer  waveguide  structure 
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Applying eq.   (13) to regions I,  II,   and III gives 

t-ttt 
h2 = k2 - v 

3,2        2 

2 '3    '  «,   "^2 

(13) 

Matching E    and   dE/dx at x = 0 and x = t gives 
»    y y 

A exp (h t) - B cos (h^t) - C sin (hjt)      =   0 

h A exp (h^) - iBh2 sin (h2t) + iCh2 cos (h2t)   ■   0 

B - D  -   0 

ih2C - h3D  =   0 . 

Setting the determinant of coefficients of A,   B.  C,  and D in 

eq.   (14) equal to zero gives 

tan(h2t)   =   -   i(h1h2 + h3h2)/(-ih2 + hjhj) . 

(14) 

(15) 

To obtain an approximate solution we will assume that the wave- 

guide is large so that k2a -co .    It follows from the second of eq.   (13) 

that in the same limit y   — k2 and 

1/2 

".-M'-TI 
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h3  "  k2 
fe-)' 

/2 

so that 

k2,   h3,   hj   »   h2 . 

We can thus approximate eq.   (15) by 

h?t  =  tan 
-1 

+ nir   n  =   0,   1,   2 . 

(In view of eq.   (18),  the n = 0 solution is discarded since A sin(h x) + 

B cos(h1x) ■ constant and we only use the solution n = 1,  2,  3. ) 

tan 

■M'-Ti 
"1/2 JTT 

Mit 
+ nir 

■  tan 1 h2 
—   E 

hz      1 i -,—   E, r   f nir k2       3J 
(17) 

1/2 

'    E3   " 
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Since E- and E, are 0(1) and k-  » h-,  eq.   (17) can be written as 

E E 

•V • - V ä • ih2l kj-+"" 

v('+§ + «-§) n-rr     n =  1,   2,   3 .   .   . 

h?t   s nir ['■^"'vj' (18) 

Substituting eq.   (18) into the second of eq.   (13) given 

TE    '     2 

2   2/        2E  \ 

^7 V^l +1 
n  IT    x    E, 

2k2t  k2t 

The exponential intensity decay coefficient is thus 

TE 

2  2 Zk?n IT E., 
llmy-r   =  1    ,  n = 1,   2,   3,   .   .   . 

k.   = T n2'   E3 
^^ -  1 

-1-   1 
n 

2 

\   =   vacuum wavelength 
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for 

An =   n, - n     < <   n,,  n 
*3      "2 2'   "3 

TE 

Mk) ^i1^ 
Calculated values for o in the particular case where n    = 3.3 and 

n,   =   3.4 are shown in Table VII-1, 

TABLE VII-1 

Calculated Values of o for \ = 0. 8 [im, n2 = 3'3 

n =   1 
- 

n2   =   3.3 t 

•^ 
n3   =   3.4 

1 
3 *a) »^ 

t/X t,  fjim o, cm" 

0.8 2331 

1.6 291 

2.4 86 

3.2 36 

4 18 

4.8 10.8 

5.6 6.8 

6.4 4.6 

7.2 3.2 

10 8 2.33 

13 10.4 1.06 

T1503 
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The data of Table VII-1 show that useful integrated optics devices can 

be fabricated using leaky waveguides provided the guide height is 

t   > 10 jam.    The losses due to leaks become < 1 cm      for typical 

aluminum concentration  x  > 20%. 

C. Analysis of Propagation Characteristics of Periodic 
Dielectric Waveguides 

Periodic optical structures are expected to play an important 

role in integrated optics.    Their applications include optical filters, 

grating-air waveguide couplers,   directional coupling,   and distributed 

feedback lasers. 

A basic understanding of the propagation characteristics of such 

waveguides is a prerequisite to their utilization.    We have considered 

the problem from two points of view:    (1) direct solution of Maxwell's 

equations,   and (2) coupled mode formalism. 

The first approach is important in understanding the general 

propagation and radiation behavior of the periodic waveguide.    The 

second one is especially useful near the Bragg regime where the penod 

A is some integral multiple of \/Z  where K  is the wavelength in the 

guide.    It also leads to closed-form expressions for some of the needed 

engineering parameters of the structure. 

The periodic structure considered in our work is the corrugated 

dielectric waveguide.      ' Techniques for producing such corrugations 
13 using ion milling       have been developed to the point where gratings 

14 
with A = 0. 11 ^m have recently been fabricated. The structure 

considered in this part of the analysis is „hown in Fig.   VII-4. 

The model consists of a three-layered waveguide with sinu- 

soidal corrugation.    We assume no variation in the y direction and 

consider the propagation of a TM mode.      The modification necessary 

to obtain the behavior of a TE mode will be described below. 
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x=-2-Acos 

0-2544-21 

(¥■) 

Fig.   VII-4 Schematic of thin film dielectric waveguide 
with a sinusoidal corrugation on one side of 
a guide.  Corrugation height 2A, waveguide 
thickness d, periodicity A. 
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Assuming exp(-iu)t) variation,  we obtain from Maxwells 

equations 

\vt        jo/     yj 

E.   ■   (l/«€j) Vt x(Hy.y) , 

(19) 

(20) 

where V   = xa/9x + z8/9z,  n. is the index of refraction of layer 
J  i /? 

j (j =  1,   2,   3) and k    = u<(^  «   )  '    .    The propagating mode at w has a 

Floquet form and is taken as 

CD 

H   ,        =      1       A exp(ip z) exp(-vrv,  „x) , yl,n /  ,       m, n      ^v rm, n r     ' m, n 
m=-co 

x > d/2 -   ACOS(2TTZ/A) ; (21) 

H   ,        ■     >^     exp(iß z) y2,n l^ VK vrs\, n 
m = -co 

x [Bm. n ^P^V. nx) + C
m. n ***^*mt nx)]  ' 

d/2 < x < d/2 - A COS(2TTZ//V) ; 

CD 

H  .        ■      J        D exp(iß z) exp(£       „x) y3,n ^_^        m, n      ^v pm, n ^ ^m, n 
m=-oo 

< - d/2 . 
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n refers t"> the mode index, while m denotes the m     space harmonic 
i.t_ 

of the n      mode.    The problem consists of solving for the space har- 

monic amplitudes and the propagation constants v ,   a        ,  £ , r                                  JT     IT   o                                   • m, n      m, n    3n". ,n 
and ß ̂m, n 

The last four are related through the wave eq.   (19) as 

2 „2 2.2 Y =   p - n    k 
'm, n        rm, n        1    o 

2 2.2 a =   n.. k 
m. n 2     o P ̂m. n 

e2    =P2 
'm, n       Km, n 

2 ,2 n0 k 
3 o 

(24) 

where 

ß =   ß     +  2mTT/L    . Hm, n       rn ' 
(25) 

Note that in view of eq.   (25) we need only solve for -ir/L < ß    < TT/L 

and the rest of the dispersion (w - ß) diagram can be obtained from 

eq.   (25). 

Applying the continuity conditions to E    and H   at the two inter- 

faces leads to an infinite set of homogeneous algebraic equations for the 

coefficients A ,   B ,  D .    Truncating the number of terms in 
m, n       m, n'      m, n 0 

the   resulting determinental equation and solving it numerically on a 

computer leads to (he dispersion relations.    These are drawn in 

Figs.  VII-5,   VII-6,   and VII-7 for the parameters: 

Corrugation height: 2A = J. 3 \xm 

Thickness of waveguide: J = 3 ijim 

Periodicity:    A.  arbitrary 

n,   =   3.4 

Notice the existence near ßA =   IT of a forbidden frequency 

regime.    In this regime,  which is magnified in detail in Fig.   VII-7, 

the propagation constants are complex.    This is a result of Bragg scat- 

tering between the forward (ßA = ») and the backward (ßA =  -IT) traveling 
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k0J 

IT 

k0A = -(/3A-27rKv    /k0A = /3A 

-i 

0 

k0A = -^-()3A-27r) / ßh 

Fiq. VII-5 Asymptotic lines of dispersion diagram 
(solid lines).  If dispersion curve lies 
in regions a and b, the mode is confined 
in a guide.  In region c the guided modes 
couple to a substrate leaky mode.  In re- 
gion d the guided modes couple to both air 
and substrate leaky modes. 
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knA 0.9 

k0A = — WA-2») n2 

0.8 

Fiq.   VII-6 Dispersion diagrams for a corrugated and an 
uncorrugated waveguide.  Solid lines show the 
dispersion diagram for a sinnsoidally corru- 
gated waveguide.  Dotted lines show the 
dispersion diagram for an uncorrugated wave- 
gu ide (TM mode). 
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knA 

0.900 - 

0-2544-23 

Corrugation Height:  2A = 0.3/xnr> 

Thickness of wave guide; d = 3fim 

Refractive index of wave guide: 
nj = 3.6 

Refractive index of substrate: 
nj^ 3.4 

Periodicity: A arbitrary 

3.i5 3.20 

Re iß A) 

Fiq. VII-7.  Enlarged dispersion diagram at the vicinity of 
a forbidden gap (TM mode). 
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waves which becomes resonant when 2TT/A  =   2ß.    This is the region 

which is most useful in distributed feedbacw lasers14  and in optical 

filtering.    This  region can be studied by assuming that the optical 

propagation here is dominated by <he two modes with ßA = *v.    This 

leads us to the coupled mode formalism developed below. 15 

The field component Ex of the corrugated waveguide can be 

expanded in the TM mode field of the smooth waveguide as 

!x-E 
a   B   (z) m    m 

-wt 

m 

nim),  „ r. n 
Hy     (x) exp^iM - (Jm«)|  f C.C., (26) 

where B    (z) is the normalized mode amplitude so defined  so that 

|Bm  " is the total Power (Per unit width in the y direction) in mode n,. 
The field H(m)(x) is given by 

r(m) 
H       (x)   =   - C[ (h/q) cos(ht)  I  sin(ht)]  exp[p(x  f t)] ,   x s  - t, 

C[-(h/q) cos(hx) f sin(hx)],   -t < x < 0 , 

-  (h/q) C  c<xp(-qx)    ,    x > 0 (27) 

where,   referring to Fig.   VII-8,  the continuity conditions at x = 0 and 

x = -t result in the eigenvalue relation 

tan(ht)   ■   h(p + q)/(h2 - p q), 

P  *   (n2//n3)P   '    q  =  (n2/nj)q * (28) 
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Fig.   VII-8.      (a)   Unperturbed  waveguide.      (b)   Wave- 
guide  with   square  wave   perturbation. 
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We choose the constant C in eq.  (27) so that    B 
i 

unit width (y) in the mode.    This determines C 

2 . 
is the power pei 

m as 

C      = 2(w, /«   t „)1/2 , 
m o' pm eff ' 

where 

Leff 

-2  ,  .2 2        2 q    + h t      ,     q^  f h^ 1 
-2 2   '    -2      u2 ? 
q n2        q    + h nl 

p2.h2 1 
3 x u2       2 p    + h       n,p 

(29) 

The effect of surface corrugation is to generate a perturbatio- polariz; 
tion wave 

An^(r) c   E    , 
o   x (30) 

2 2 
where An  (r) is the deviation of n  (r) of the corrugated structure f 

that of the smooth guide.    Referring to Fig.   VII-8(b),  we h 
rom 

lave 

>n  (r)   -  An2(x) j j + (2/w)l sin r)Z + j sin 3 qa  I  ,. . Jj 

An2(x)  =   n2 - n2   . - a < x < 0     ; (31) 

■   0 » elsewhere. 

The polarization driving the backward mode is given by eq.  (30) 

when Ex is the field of the forward mode and vice versa.    Under these 

conditions,   a substitution of eqs.   (26) and (30) into Maxwell's equation 

leads to 
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dB" /dz   =   KB      exp(-iAz)   , rrr m      r '   ' 

dB    /dz   ■   «B"    exp(fiAz)   . (32) 

where the superscripts + and - ,   respectively,   refer to the forward and 

backward modes.    The phase mismatch factor is defined by 

A(w) s  zpM (33) 

where r\ = 2TT/A is the fundamental spatial frequency of the periodic 

modulation.    The coupling constant K  is given by 

4TT 
AnZ(x) 

n2(x) 
[l^)(x)]     dx. (34! 

We consider the case of a wave B       incident on a corrugated section m & 

of length Lo    The appropriate boundary conditions are B"(L) S 0 and 

B + (0)  = B(0).    The solutions of eq.   (32) are then 

B + (z) B(0) 
exp (4H 

Asinh(|-SL)   +iScosh/4sL) 

x j A sinh [ | S(z - L)J   f iS cosh  \j; S(z - L)])   •     (35) 

2iK exp  ( - y iAz) 
B"(S)   ■■    B(0)    -, r-2—^ '—j-. r-     sinh    4S(l -  L) 

Ij SL)  4 iS cosh (^ SLj L'1 J Asinhi 
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where 

S 1   (4K' A2)'/2 
(36) 

is shown in Fig.   Vn-9. A sketch of the mode power  jB        and    B' 

The exponential-like decay is caused by backward Bragg scattering 

and not,   as in grating couplers,  to radiation.    The exponential regime 

of the solution exists according to eqs.  (35) and (36) when 

AM 2 ZK    , (37) 

Since A(u) ■ 2(3    M - '1.  where ßrn(u) is the propagation constant of the 

unperturbed m     mode,   eq.   (35) depends on the frequency (o.    It is 

easy to show that the frequencies at which eq.   (37) is satisfied are in 

the "forbidden" optical gap.    From eqs.  (26) and (35),  we can write the 
complex propagation constant as 

ß-yAijiS   ^-U^T   iS. (38) 

Using the above definitions of A and S we have 

Imß ' = 1/ - (ß - n/2)2] 
1/2 

~-  [*2 " (neff/c2^-wo)2] 
1/2 

(39) 

where uo is the midgap frequency so that ß(u   )   = n /2.    In the second 

equality of (39) we approximate ßM s (u/c)n   ...    Thus,   c/n   .. is the 
eff eff 

slope of the unperturbed dispersion (u - ß) characteristics near u   . 
o 

The "height" of the energy gap is determined from eq.   (39) as 

(Aco) gap »u-»| 2* c /n eff * (40) 
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Fig. VII-9 Normalized mode power flowing in the +z direc- 
tion, (|B+(z)/B(0)|2) and in the -z direction, 
( |B-(z)/B(0)|2), as a function of z 
(KL = 1 .84, L = 1, A - 0). 
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For frequencies u outside the gap LA(W) > 4K J, (ß - n/2) • K, and 

ß" is real. The shape of the CJ - ß' curve near the upper limit of the 

gap (u > wu) is obtained from eqs.   (36) and (38) as 

ß   =fn* [«^) (u u' + (2n
eff 

K/c)(' u-ugj1 /2 (41) 

Equations (39),   (40),   and (41) are  general and apply to any 

spatially periodic perturbation.    As a chi ck on the above theory we 

applied it to the same situation considered in the first part of this 

section.     For the case of well-confined modes,  eq.   (34) simplifies to 

K    = 

\    a 
o 

(42) 

where a << \   .    We have plotted eqs.   (39) and (41) using the same data 

as in Fig.   VII-7,  i. e. ,  t = 3 JJL m,   A =   0. 143 fj.m,  V     =   1 jam,    a ■ 0.3 jjim. 

n, = 3.4,   n0 = 3.6,   n    =  1 and took ;i   rr s n...    The result is shown 
J c. I eit        L 

in Fig.   VII-10.    The agreement is close.    At least part of the discrep- 

ancy is a result of the underestimation of R which resulted from the 

well-confined mode approximation.     The above agreement shows that we 

can use eqs.   (35),   (39),   (40),   and ^1) in designing new Bragg filters 

and modulators. 

The operation as modulators is based on the fact that the trans- 

mission coefficient of the device 

R + (L)/B(0) exp 

1/2 

0' - n/2) 

Since  ß - (^/c)n;,,  the transmission depends on either w,   as described 

above,   or on n  .    An electro-optic (orphotoelastic) variation of n 
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Flg. VII-10. Dispersion diagram for periodically perturbed wave- 
guide in the region of the forbidden optical gap. 
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will vary the transmission.    Referring to Fig.  VII-10,  the effect of 

varying n? can be understood by fixing the frequency but moving the 

dispersion diagram vertically.    In the limit of well confined modes the 

expression (eq.  42) for K is al&o valid for TF modes.    The  resulting 

transmission and reflection characteristics are shown in Fig.  VII-11 

in which KL = i. 84. 

0-2544-26 

Fig.   VII-11 The  transmission   and   reflection   charac- 
teristics  of  a   corrugated   section   of   length 
L  as  a   function   of   A-L  drawn   for   KL  ■   1.84. 
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VIII.       CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of this program,   both theoretical and experimental, 

have demonstrated that Ga ,     ,A1  As optical waveguides can be epi- 
(1 -X)       x 

taxially grown with acceptably low loss for use in optical integrated cir- 

cuits.    Loss can be reduced to less than 3 dB/cn   for wavelengths in the 

range 1.15 |JLm to 0. 85 fj,m by using aluminum concentrations 0. 1   <  x < 

0.4 to shift the absorption edge to shorter wavelength as required,   and 

by maintaining high purity growth conditions so that carrier concentra- 

tion is   <10     /cm   .     For example,   we have measured losses at 

\   =1.15 [im of 0.7 dB/cm in waveguides with aluminum concentration 

x - 0. 3.    It has been demonstrated that such waveguides can be fabri- 

cated by either the limited melt or the infinite melt method of liquid 

epitaxy.    The former has the advantage of a small volume easily 

changed melt,  whereas the latter can be used to produce large area 

wafers for complex optical integrated circuits.    We have made wave- 
2 

guiding layers with area   > 4 cm    using the infinite melt method.    We 

have also shown that it is feasible to mako monolithic device i  crrent.- 

that are compatible with (GaAl).\s waveguides.     Integral waveguich ' 

detectors were fabricated in of the {GaADAs waveguides grown 

in this prcrram,  using the pto.-ii bombardment technique we had pre- 

viously applied to GaAs.    These results have established a basis for 

further research and development work,  particularly in the area of 

fabricating compatible monolithic combinations of waveguides and other 

device elements,   leading to fabrication of an optical integrated circuit. 

All of the waveguides considered under   this contract have been of the 

planar or slab type.     We feel that the next step in extending this work 

to produce practical waveguides for optical integrated circuits is to 

investigate channel waveguides in which the light is confined laterally as 

well as in depth.    Such waveguides have been produced by ion milling 

or by proton bombardment      of planar waveguiding   layers like those 

we have grown but no comprehensive study of their characteristics has 

yet been made,   even though it is generally recognized that channel 

guides will be used to interconnect the elements of an optical integrated 
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circuit analogous to wires in an electrical integrated circuit.    Other 

device studies performed under this contract should nlso be continued 

and extended.    Theoretical estimates of the performance characteristics 

of "leaky" waveguides and corrugated gratings should now be verified 

by fabricating the devices and experimentally evaluating them.    The 

proton bombarded waveguide/detector should be fully characterized and 

evaluated since prelimirary results indicate that the proton bombardment 

method is a convenient means of producing compatible monolithic wave- 

guide/detector combinations.    Along with tne work on integral waveguide 

detectors it is also required that integral emitter/waveguide combina- 

tions be fabricated.    The most likely candidate to perform this function 

is a GaAs edge emitting diode coupled monolithically to a (GaAl)As 

waveguide.    The basic techniques for producing such a combination are 

presently known,  but it remains to actually fabricate,   evaluate,  and 

optimize the device. 

In the preceding paragraphs of this section we have stated our 

basic conclusions and recommendations.    More specific technical con- 

clusions that can be drawn from the results of this program are as 

follows.    The growth of GaAs waveguides on (GaAl)As substrates by 

vapor phase epitaxy is greatly limited by the high reactivity of aluminum, 

and by the  relatively high absorption of the GaAs layer for wavelengths 

shorter than  1. 1 [im.     The level of absorption that is tolerable,  of course, 

depends on the particular application,   but absorption loss is greater than 

3 dB/cm for wavelengths shorter than  I. I  \ixn in GaAs (see Flg.   II-6). 

However,   the liquid epitaxial growth of Ga,.       Al   As wavegutdlng layers (1 - x)     x 
on GaAs substrates is a practical means of producing waveguides for use 

in optical integratec1 circuits at wavelengths in the range  1.15 ^m to 

0. S5 |im.     We have grown Ga  j       A^As layers by both limited melt and 

infinite melt epitaxy and demonstrated that both methods are capable of 

producing layers adequate for integrated optics applications.     However, 

each of the two methods has particular advantages in different applica- 

tions.     The limited melt method is convenient and economical for feasi- 

bility studies since it uses small melts that can be discarded after each 

growth,  permitting frequent changes in melt composition.     It also is con- 

venient for the growth of multilayer structures since a slide bar with a 

number of wells can be used.   However the large surface-to-volume ratio 

of the melt limits the purity of the layer to a minimum background impurity 
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concentration   = 10     /cm    under practically obtainable growth conditions. 

Also the melt never is totally homogeneous since there is no way to stir 

it,  and the aluminum tends to segregate into the grown layer depleting 

the melt immediately above it.    Because of this inhomogeneity of the 

melt the optimum growth procedure must be empirically established 

for a specific system and a specific goal for reproducibility.    The 

infinite melt system is not subject to these  problems of inhomogeneity 

because the growth matrix can be maintained uniform with predictable 
2 

properties.    Thus large area wafers (-4 cm  ) with controlled uniform 

characteristics can be grown conveniently.    The main disadvantage of 

the infinite melt method is the inconvenience and expense of changing 

the melt composition if one desires to grow a different type of layer, 

or a multilayer structure.    For a flexible approach to optical integrated 

circuit fabrication the ability to use both the limited melt and the infinite 

melt growth techniques in a complementary fashion is highly desirable. 

One of the more significant results of this program was the 

demonstration of low loss waveguides in (GaAl)As with as much as 30'!'i 

aluminum.    The discovery that low loss waveguides could be made by 

growing a single epitaxial layer with a graded aluminum concentration 

profile  also was significant.    The determination of losses,  measured 

to be as low as 0.7 dB/cm at 1. 15 |j.m and projected to be 2.2 dB/cm at 

0. 85 inn,   indicates that single layer (GaAl)As waveguides on GaAs sub- 

strates can be used for optical integrated circuits on wafers    sized 

~ 1  cm.    There is nothing to suggest that such low losses cannot also 

be obtained in double layer (GaAl)As waveguides.    In either case,  an 

important factor determining the loss when light is guided in the top- 

most layer of a structure is the surface quality of the air   —   (GaAl)As 

interface.    This surface should be smooth and free from overgrowth 

regions to minimize loss.    Alternatively,   a capping layer of (GaAl)As 

can be added which has a higher aluminum concentration than that in 

the waveguiding layer in order to confine the guided waves.    Single 

layer (GaAl)As waveguides with graded aluminum concentration offer 

convenience of fabrication as compared with conventional double layer 

guides and should be useful in many optical integrated circuits.    However, 
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they lack the flexibility of double layer guides for use in more complex 

circuits since one does not have independent control of aluminum con- 

centration and thickness. 

In addition to the waveguides which were grown and evaluated in 

this program we also considered a number of compatible device elements. 

Theoretical analyses were made of "leaky" waveguides and of periodic 

waveguide structures for filters or DFB lasers.    The results of these 

analyses indicated that useful integrated optics devices can be fabri- 

cated using leaky waveguides provided the guide height is  > 10 \im for a 

\    - 0. 8 ^m.    Another conclusion was that there is a frequency range 

for c   rrugated dielectric waveguides within which there is strong coupl- 

ing between the forward and backward traveling waves.    Corrugated 

waveguides can be used as reflectors for filters or DFB lasers near 

the resonance point for which ßA = IT,  where ß if the propagation con- 

stant and A is the period of the corrugations.    In the final months of 

this program we fabricated and evaluated monolithic waveguide/detectors 

formed by proton bombardment of (GaAl)As waveguides,  demonstrating 

that the technique is applicable to (GaAl)As as well as GaAs.    Calcula- 

tions predict that quantum efficiency of at least 60% should be obtainable 

at a wavelength  "0.9 fim. 

In conclusion,  the results of this program have demonstrated 

that (GaAl)As waveguides can be grown with the characteristics 

required for optical integrated circuit fabrication.    However much work 

remains to be done,  particularly in the area of fabricating compatible 

monolithic combinations of waveguides and other device elements. 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OF FREE CARRIER ABSORPTION 

The equation of motion of an impurity electron can be written 

as 

* 2    •     ,  iwm x 
w    m x + — -e E e 

iojt 

where 

m 

E   ■ 

effective mass 

scattering time 

electric field amplitude 

From the solution of this equation we obtain 

x  = 
■ eE/m 

-OJ       +   Mx)/l 

D  =  C^.^TE   ■   €E+P.1__i„ = £E + Nex 
total electr 

NT     2 

Ne u 

«total ■ D/E «      " 
Ne  /m . m   T 
rz ' X- -   1  Ä : 
2   4    1/    2 

U)     +   l/T 
4        2/2 

00       + U)    / T 

^      Ne  /m« Ne /(m £   UT) 
KP - 0   . i 0 

total        ""ol      r 21/2 21/2 
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where,   K     is the real part of the relative dielectric constant for the 

material with no impurities.    Therefore, 

ImK 

2       • Ne /(m €0WT) 

OJ +     l/T 

For a wave propagating as exp (lot -  ikz),   we have 

k = w/^7 total 

Ne 
w/»*o«     ! ' " 

Ne 
2    "   *   ,    *     3 

/m  fto (im  {co  T 

2 ? where we assumed w    >> l/r '.    The power absorption coefficient. 

A-l 

therefore is given by 

k    K. ,      ,, ^o^i ^o Ne^ 
Q -   Z (ImK)   = —^—  ■    / —   —^—2— • 

^S m cj   T 
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APPENDIX   B 

Proton-implanted optical waveguide detectors in GaAs 
H. Stall and A. Yariv 

Cali/arma Inutlule of reifinoliifiy. Pasadena. Calihrma Vfl09 

R. G. Hunsperger and G. L. Tangonan 

tlught* Rt-.tanh taforaton,".. Matibu. Cali/urniu MIU 
(Rawnl 17 August H73) 

Dtrfft.l levels uilnxlused b> implanting üaAs with high-energv prnlons give rise M uptital atssntptmn 
HI wavelengths greater than that or the normal absorption eilge JI '''' ■.   Optical waveguide (ieteslors 
may be rahncalcti n> taking avlvantage of this absorption mevhamsm in the presence of a Schottky 
barrier ileplttion la>er   Detector response time* less than 200 ns and external quantum eflicienctes of 
lb'"* have been observevl 

In a (untinmnn program to build «"ircuit components 
for integrated optics we have investigated the possibility 
of fabricating optical detectors by proton implantation 
of GaAs dielectric waveguides. The basic principle is :is 
follows: A small volume of an epitaxial GaAs wavegii.de, 
such as the one shown in Fig.   1.  is implanted with 
protons. Structural disorder created by the implanta- 
tion process causes the previously low-loss MMfluMh 
to become highly lossy for radiation around l (im   One 
of the mechanisms responsible for this absorption is the 
liberation of free carriers which had become trapped 
at defect tenters    A photodetector results when these 
carriers are swept through the depletion layer generated 
by o reverse-biased Schottky barrier which has been 
deposited over the impla.ited region as shown in Fig.   1. 
We report bei w the fabrication of integrated optical 
detectors based on this principle   The detectors have 
been found to be sensitive to light of wavelengths >0. 9 
um, a wavelength which can be transmitted nearly un- 
attena?te^ by the GaAs guides used   The optical wave- 
guide structure consisted of a 3. S-ym-thick «-type 
(S-doped.  | ^ 10" cm') epitaxial film grown on a deget- 
erate n-type substrate (H ^ 1 25 • 10" cm'l   The guide- 
substrate refractive ind'X discontinuity generated by 
i'ie plasn a dei /ession eifect ail"wed good optical con- 
finement for the particular guide thickness u.-ied', prior 
to proton implantation optical attenuation at 1   15 ,.m 
was measured to be 1.3 cm'1 and could be accounted for 
by consideration o( free carrier substrate penetration 
losses. 

As shown in Fig.  1, a small volume of the waveguide 
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FIG. 1. Illagmm of proton-implanted optical w:ive((uldr defec- 

lor 

structure was proton bombarded to form the waveguide 
detector; 300-kcV protons were used,  the total inte- 
grated flux of which was 2 • lO15 'cm2. The damage layer 
which resulted was approximately 3 (im thick with a 
damage peak occurring about 2 5 urn below the surface. 

The implanted waveguide was then annealed at 500  C 
for 30 mm in order to allow some optical transmission 
through the damaged region, residual losses in this re- 
gion were measured to be » 15 cm'1 based on a com- 
parison of the optical attenuation liefore and after im- 
plantation and annealing.  Finally.   U-inil-square Al 
Schnttky barriers were evaporated in a waffle pattern 
over the implanted area 

The principle of the operation of this device is simi- 
lar to that of conventional /I-M or /,-/-M junction 
photodetectors. 

I'pon the application of a reverse bias to the Schottky 
barrier, a depletion layer is produced which,  given 
sufficient reverse bias,  extends across the high-resis- 
tivity waveguiding layer to the lower-resistivity sub- 
strate    Any diixile transitions made possible by radia 

09 10 II 12 
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Fit;   I,  Photoresponsr of optical wfivcuuidi detector as a func 
tlon   »f w:ivelenRth 
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tion-produced defect levels generate free earners 
which are swept out of the depletion layer, thereby 
causing current to flow through an external Circuit   By 
ensuring that the radiation-induced damage extends 
over most of the waveguiding layer and choosing epi - 
taxlal matenal of high puiity,  maximum efficien.y can 
be obtained over a given interaction length. 

Measurements of the photosensitivity of both umm- 
planted and implanted annealed samples are shown in 
Fig   2   Transparent Au barriers,  sputter deposited on 
the surface, were used to measure sensitivity as a 
function of wavelength   A monochromator-filtered in- 
candescent light source •«rs.? '"cused through the trans- 
parent Au layer into the active volume of the detectors 
The curve for the irradia,"d sample reveals a defect- 
associated energy level distribution within the band gap. 
as well as a shift ,'f the effective absorption edge to 
lower energies   Calonmetrlc measurements2 made on 
proton-irradiated GaAs at 1 06 Mm indicate that substan- 
tially all of the implantation-induced optical attenuation 
in the 1 -Mm wavelength region can be attributed to ab- 
sorption as opposed to diffuse scattering   The origin of 
this absorption is thought to be disorder-induced band 
tailing. The possibility that it is due, at least in part, 
tu the excitation of electrons from energy levels asso- 
ciated with As (or Ga) vacancy complexes is strung, 
particularly in view of the fact that free carrier com- 
pensation by proton implantation appears to be Fermi- 
level dependent '•, 

An attempt was made to measure detector rise and 
(all times at 1.06 Mm using an acoustically iv-switched 
Nd YAG laser focused Into a cleaved face of the wave- 
guide structure of Fig.  I. The pulse response of the 
implanted detector is compared to that of a commercial 
Ge (Philco L4521) detector in Fig   3. In both cases the 

i.?e and fall times appeared to be -200 and -400 ns, 
fspeci.vely. Reducing the size of the load resistors 

used mere! • decreased the signal strength; the pulse 
si apes remained the same. Since the Ge detector re- 
spi,Tse is in the GHz range, it was concluded that the 
rise and fall times measured were a function of the (j- 
swltchrd laser and did not represent limits of the im- 
planted detector. 

Figure 4 shows \-V curves (or a reverse-biased im- 
planted detector under dam ard 1. 15-Mm Illumination 
conditions. The measured external quantum efficiency 
at 1.15 Mm,  294   K, and a reverse bias of 20 V was 
about \fl\. This number should increase as optimal 
proton damage profile and heat treatment conditions 
are approached for a given waveguiding configuration. 

In conclusion we have demonstrated a simple tech- 
nique for fabricating integrated optical detectors sensi- 
tive at wavelengths >0 9 Mm using proton implantation 
Device performance is promising and should improve 
as implantation and heat treatment procedures are 
refined. 
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